
 

Tim Schneider’s Matside Blog 
 
Editor’s Note: On February 26 & 27, 2010, approximately 7800 visitors (as measured by unique browser sessions) tuned 

in to armdrag.com to read Tim Schneider’s Matside Blog. Schneider is a volunteer who covers NYSPHSAA Section V 

wrestling for armdrag.com. 

 
NYSPHSAA State Championship Wrestling Tournament 
Friday & Saturday, February 26-27, 2010 
Times Union Center (Albany, NY) 
 
By Tim Schneider 
schneider@armdrag.com 
 

DATE/TIME    TIM SCHNEIDER 

2010-02-26 09:55:04    Just received my program and brackets, and the brackets are the first release, so you guys following 
the Armdrag brackets have better ones than I do.  

2010-02-26 10:19:17    Wrestling has started and Taylor Jones is wrestling on mat 8 against Laken Cook (Ilion-3) 
2010-02-26 10:22:51    Jones fends off a single attempt in the first and the restart with :12 to go results in a Jones takedown 

as time expires. Jones will start the second period on bottom. 
2010-02-26 10:25:36    Jones is able to narrowly avoid being put on his back and nearly reverses it. He'll escape for one and 

take a 3-0 lead going into period three. Cook is the four seed. 
2010-02-26 10:35:15    Jones starts on top and holds a leg for a stalemate. Same on the restart. Sean Peacock (Midlakes) is 

now wrestling Kyler Agoney (Peru-7) Jones still on top under a minute to go. 
2010-02-26 10:35:55    Cook escapes as soon as I enter that comment and Peacock scores a takedown. Jones leads 3-1 with 

:15 to go on a whistle, Peacock up 4-1 with 1:10 to go. 
2010-02-26 10:36:41    Jones wins 3-1, upsetting the #4 seed. Peacock leads 4-1 after the first period. 
2010-02-26 10:37:33    Peacock maintains control for a minute in the second period before Agoney gets out. Agoney gets a 

headlock for a five point move, nearly pinning Peacock at the end of the period. 7-6 Agoney going into 
the third. 

2010-02-26 10:38:34    Peacock starts on top and Agoney gets out for an 8-6 lead. Mitch Moran was pinned in 1:34 by #2 Mike 
Parise (Brewster-1) 

2010-02-26 10:40:29    Peacock is unable to score a takedown, and after leading 6-1, loses 8-6. Peacock was the 6 seed. Austin 
Keough and Brian Hojnoski are wrestling on adjacent mats in front of me. 

2010-02-26 10:41:44    Both earn first period falls. Keough wrestled Zach Ayen (Governour-10) and Hojnoski wrestled Joseph 
Trombino (Petrides-P). Keough is the top seed, Hojnoski the 5. 

2010-02-26 10:47:10    Al Dierna (Wayne) is wrestling Josh St. John (Queensbury-2) 
2010-02-26 10:47:58    Dierna with a takedown 20 seconds in, puts St. John to his back and wins by fall in :29 
2010-02-26 10:49:01    Results D2 96 pounds: Delaney, Longo, Aslanian, Jones, Rifanburg, Agoney, Leguelaff, Stowell 
2010-02-26 10:52:17    Jeff O'Lena (Pal-Mac) is wrestling Brandon Muntz (Falconer-6) and leads 2-0 in the first period 
2010-02-26 10:53:28    O'Lena has Muntz in a cradle but can't wrap his leg up. He picks up the pin anyway, in 1:45. 
2010-02-26 10:56:17    Brandon Ling (Penfield) is wrestling Deuly Espinal (Grand Street-P). He leads 2-0 after the first. The 

second begins in neutral and Espinal scores a takedown to tie the match. 
2010-02-26 10:57:53    Locked hands by Espinal gives Ling the lead with :30 remaining in the second period 
2010-02-26 11:00:10    Ling picks up a reversal at the end of the second to take a 5-2 lead into the final period. He'll be given a 

point to start in neutral. 6-2. Joey Paddock (Warsaw) is wrestling Skyler Way (Governour-10) and leads 
2-0 in the first 

2010-02-26 11:03:45    Ling wins, 6-2. Paddock is taken down with under a minute to go in the second but holds a 4-3 lead 
going into the third. 
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2010-02-26 11:06:12    Sam Recco (Lyndonville) is wrestling Anthony Calvano (Nanuet-1). Calvano picks up a takedown on a 
double. They go out of bounds and restart with a minute to go. Paddock is on top with :35 to go and 
now leads 6-3. 

2010-02-26 11:08:02    Recco escapes before the end of the period and Paddock wins, 6-3. Recco starts the second in neutral. 
Tom Page (Eden-6) just collected his 100th victory with a win over John Diekel (Whitehall-2) 

2010-02-26 11:10:00    Recco is taken down. He manages to reverse it and tie the score at 4. Paddock will wrestle Corey Dake 
(Lansing-4) in the quarters. A Paddock-Dake rematch, with two different first names. 

2010-02-26 11:11:20    Ian Ross was pinned by Brandon Goldup (Lasalle-2) in the first period. Colton Dalberth leads Orpheus 
Rambharose (Riverdale-Kinsgbridge-P) in the first period 2-0 

2010-02-26 11:12:23    Recco picks up a point for the neutral start and scores a take down to take a 7-4 lead with 1:33 
remaining. Dalberth scores two back points before the end of the first and starts the second on 
bottom, up 4-0. 

2010-02-26 11:13:48    Recco warned for stalling with a minute to go. Dalberth reverses Rambharose to take a 6-0 lead 
2010-02-26 11:15:26    Calvano escapes and scores a takedown with :24 remaining to knot it up at 7. He's going to let Recco 

up and see if he can win the match, or steal a stalling point. 
2010-02-26 11:16:47    Recco holds on and defeats the 7 seed. Dalberth leads 9-0 going into the third. He'll start in control. 
2010-02-26 11:17:52    Mike Gentilcore (Greece Olympia) is wrestling Dylan Caruana (Kenmore West-6) and leads 4-0 in the 

second period. 
2010-02-26 11:19:24    James Montante (Penfield) is wrestling Gary Wolff (Monroe-Woodbury-9). Wolff is the 6 seed. Quinton 

Murphy (Holley) is wrestling Taylor Treadgold (Voorheesville-2). Murphy is the top seed. 
2010-02-26 11:20:25    Dalberth wins 16-0. Murphy scores an early takedown. Gentilcore up 7-2. Montante down 5-0 after 

one period. 
2010-02-26 11:23:36    Kyle Conrad (Bath-Haverling) wrestling Zach Perrone (Cold Spring Harbor-8). Conrad is taken down 

early, gets up, scores a take down of his own and picks up a pin in under a minute. 
2010-02-26 11:25:19    Gentilcore wins 8-2. Murphy leads 4-1 to being the third. Vinnie Napierski (Attica) is wrestling Curt 

Thompson (Whitehall-2). Montante trails 7-0 with a minute to go in the third. 
2010-02-26 11:26:47    Results D1 96 pounds: West, Kelly, Michel, Raghunandan, Caputo, Lewandowski, Lapi, Parise 
2010-02-26 11:28:43    Results D2 103 pounds: Keough, Stevens, Hojnoski, Kyrekeades, Mohamed, O'Lena, Franklin, Goddeau 

 
Results D1 103 pounds: Soria, Barbato, Speno, Brienza, Soria, Kramer, Rodriguez-Spencer, Dierna 

2010-02-26 11:29:33    Napierski picks up a reversal and maintains control until a potentially dangerous whistle. :29 seconds 
to go in the second, tied at 2. 

2010-02-26 11:30:50    Results D2 112 pounds: Robinson, Tighe, Page, Valastro, Dake, Paddock, Recco, Dalberth 
 
Results D1 112 pounds: McCormick, Schaefer, Rasheed, Ling, McNeil, Goldup, Oliveto, Realbuto 

2010-02-26 11:32:32    Napierski had a tilt but couldn't get any points from it and is reversed. He's down 4-2 with 1:23 
remaining in the third. 

2010-02-26 11:33:28    The announcer has now announced Chester Demanchick (Gates-Chili) as from Gates-Chilly, three 
times. He's also called both Dierna's Derronna's, or something close to it.  

2010-02-26 11:34:51    Napierski picks up a reversal with only 10 seconds remaining to tie the match, and immediately gets 
reversed to his back for a four point move, and an 8-4 loss. 

2010-02-26 11:36:57    Montante loses 12-0. Murphy wins 5-1. 
2010-02-26 11:47:21    Cam Kelly is wrestling Mike Leonard (Clarke-8), Bob Dierna is wrestling Jamel Hudson (St. Anthony's-C). 

Kelly gets takendown a minute into it. Dierna picks up an instant takedown and a five point move. 
Greg Shove is wrestling Jesse Daniels (Beekmantown-7) 

2010-02-26 11:48:25    Kelly trails 2-0 after the first period. Dierna leads 7-1 in the first. Shove and Daniels is scoreless after 
one. 

2010-02-26 11:51:30    Chester Demanchick (Gates-Chili) is on against Joe Kalinka (Iroquois-6). Shove picks up a reversal in the 
second. Kelly trails 2-0 going into the third. Dierna leads 9-2 

2010-02-26 11:53:08    Kelly can't escape the legs. Demanchick picks up a takedown but Kalinka escapes, Shove holds a 2-0 
lead in control in the third. 

2010-02-26 11:54:58    Kelly goes down, 2-0. Shove holds on for a 2-0 victory. Lance Compton (Attica) leads 6-4 in the second 
against Tory Ferranti (Westlake-1) 

2010-02-26 11:56:44    Dierna leads 14-3 after two periods. Compton maintains control on top and takes a 6-4 lead into the 
third period. Demanchick and Kalinka are tied at 2, with Demanchick on bottom to start the third. 



 
 

 

2010-02-26 11:58:29    Compton goes up 12-4 before picking up a pin. Dierna leads 18-4 with :45 to go. Demanchick escapes 
and has the lead with :35 to go 

2010-02-26 11:59:33    Demanchick picks up a takedown on Kalinka's desperation attempt to win 5-2. Dierna wins 18-6 
2010-02-26 12:03:00    Results D2 119 pounds: Crisafulli, McGregor, Giacolone, Perry, Strong, Conrad, Ciaramella, Gottfried 

 
Results D1 119 pounds: Greene, Detore, Watterson, Kelley, Gentilcore, Wolff, Gomez, McQueen 

2010-02-26 12:04:41    The top seed at 135 (Derek Pfluger Sandy Creek-3) is in overtime tied, 7-7, against Ross Abram (Eden-
6). 

2010-02-26 12:05:18    Pfluger wins with a takedown 33 seconds in. 
2010-02-26 12:06:33    Results D2 125 pounds: Murphy, Thompson, Gormley, Borst, Hogan, Greene, Osleeb, Hanson 

 
Results D1 125 pounds: Arujau, Wallace, Fischetti, Sutton, Rodrigues, Leonard, Finnochiaro, Flamio 

2010-02-26 12:08:03    Ben Mowry (Pal-Mac) has a 4-0 lead after one period against Greg Duvall (Sherburne Earlville-3) 
2010-02-26 12:11:14    CJ Howard (Pittsford) is wrestling Erik Rueckle (Union-Endicott-4). Mowry leads 5-0 and averted 

disaster by having a stalemate called after Duvall narrowly misses a headlock drop attempt 
2010-02-26 12:13:25    Mowry gets taken down as time expires in the second, they'll start the third period neutral with 

Mowry leading, 5-2. Howard and Rueckle are scoreless after one. 
2010-02-26 12:15:19    Mowry picks up two points with a minute to go and leads 7-2.  
2010-02-26 12:16:30    Mowry advances with a 7-4 decision. Howard takes a 1-0 lead into the third period and will be on top. 
2010-02-26 12:18:28    Howard is doing a good job not allowing Rueckle to move on bottom. A restart with :37 remaining, and 

Howard still up, 1-0. 
2010-02-26 12:20:35    Howard wins. Joe Bonaldi (Greece Olympia) is wrestling Edward Foote (Canton-10) and leads 4-0 after 

a takedown and nearfall in the first minute of the period. 
2010-02-26 12:23:24    Foote escapes only to be decked for a five point move to end the period. Bonaldi leads 9-1 after one. 

Bucky Hendrickson (Letchworth) scores an early takedown to pick up a 2-0 lead against Andrew 
Mancusi (Westlake-1). He turns the takedown into a pin in 1:12. Bonaldi in neutral after an escape, it's 
10-1 there. 

2010-02-26 12:24:33    Results D2 130 pounds: Wilcox, Shove, Wagner, Caneparo, Lyman, Munk, McComack, Compton 
 
Results D1 130 pounds: Dierna, Demanchick, Meinsen, Stauber, Dyer, Lanave, Chudzinski, Laraia 

2010-02-26 12:26:18    Burke Paddock (Warsaw) is wrestling Andres Ulloa (Tuxedo-9). He leads 2-0 in the first. Bonaldi wins. 
2010-02-26 12:32:12    Paddock is putting together a clinic, leading 8-1 and letting Ulloa up for another takedown before the 

second period ends. It's 10-2 after two. 
2010-02-26 12:33:11    Mike Beckwith (Greene-4), the 2 seed at 135, just lost to Randy White (Duanesburg-2).  
2010-02-26 12:35:53    Chris Nevinger (Letchworth) is wrestling Adam Stickle (Peru-7) Nevinger picks up a quick five points 

and leads 5-0 with 1:21 in the first. Paddock wins 15-6. 
2010-02-26 12:40:58    Tory Cain (Wayne) is leading Jorge Jiminez (Lehman-P) 2-0 in the first. Nevinger is up 12-2 in the third 

period. 
2010-02-26 12:42:21    Austin Dwyer (Hornell) is wrestling Nick Mitchell (Frewsburg-6). He scores early for a 2-0 lead, and 

Nevinger will win 14-3. 
2010-02-26 12:44:18    Lewis Cucchiara (Gates Chili) is on against Dan Tower (Franklin Academy) with a 2-0 lead. Dwyer is 

taken down and escapes, it's 3-3 after one period. Cain leads 6-0 in the second. 
2010-02-26 12:49:48    Cucchiara escapes to start the second and picks up another five points with a takedown nearfall 

combo. Dwyer trails 4-3 in the second. He's in on a single with a trip but it's out of bounds. Cain wins 
7-3. Cucchiara leads 8-1 after two. Dwyer escapes to begin the third, it's 4-4. 

2010-02-26 12:51:12    Dwyer gets a takedown and lets Mitchell up. 6-5, :45 remaining.  
2010-02-26 12:52:55    Dwyer hangs on for the 6-5 win.  
2010-02-26 12:56:28    Cucchiara wins 10-2.  
2010-02-26 13:00:05    Defending state champion Vinnie DiGravio is wrestling Mac Malderelli (Calhoun-8) and leads early, 2-1.  
2010-02-26 13:03:49    Owen Scott (Pal-Mac) is wrestling Nick Troutman (Chenango Valley-4). DiGravio is up 4-2 going into 

the third period.  
2010-02-26 13:06:32    DiGravio escapes and works for the takedown. 7-2. Owen Scott is still tied at 0 midway through the 

second period. 
2010-02-26 13:07:57    Craig Scott (Pal-Mac) leads 2-0 after one period against Ethan Kerr (Beekmantown-7) 
2010-02-26 13:09:22    Paul Morabito leads 4-0 in the second against Mujeeb Ghifari (Curtis-P). Craig now leads 5-0, Owen will 



 
 

 

take bottom to begin the third, still knotted up at zero.  
2010-02-26 13:10:56    Owen can't get his right leg free and they'll restart after going out of bounds. Craig is having a much 

easier time of it, leading 13-0. Both matches have 1:25 left. 
2010-02-26 13:11:36    Owen reverses and hits a tilt, 0-0 becomes 5-0.  
2010-02-26 13:12:30    He'll collect three more back points and win 8-0. Craig wins 14-0. Morabito leads 8-0 with 1:16 to go in 

the third. 
2010-02-26 13:15:29    Tyler Brooks-Lambert (Midlakes) scores a takedown and leads 2-0 early against John Wood (Eagle 

Academy-P). He's turned him and has backpoints if he can't turn it into a fall. 
2010-02-26 13:16:30    Conner Lorenzo trails Giuseppi Lanzi 10-1 after two. It's 12-1 in the third now. Brooks-Lambert leads 7-

0 after one. 
2010-02-26 13:19:42    Brooks-Lambert earns a fall in 2:57. Brandon Mills (Canisteo-Greenwood) now up against Kasten 

Carter (Bayport-Bluepoint-11). He's up 2-0 a minute in. Lanzi defeats Lorenzo 13-1. 
2010-02-26 13:20:45    Mills picks up three back points and leads 5-0 after one.  
2010-02-26 13:21:45    Mills starts the second on bottom and reverses it with a five point move. 
2010-02-26 13:25:31    Neal Vecellio (Wayland-Cohocton) and Ray Wang (Edgemont-1) are locked in a 0-0 tie after one 

period. Wang is the 2 seed. Joe Inzana (Spencerport) leads Dan Smith (Monroe Woodbury-9) 4-1 after 
the first period. Wang reverses Vecellio at the start of the second to take a 2-0 lead. 

2010-02-26 13:26:22    Mills wins. 
2010-02-26 13:29:10    Vecellio can't get out for the period and he'll start the third on bottom to see if he can change that. 

Adam Willman (Victor) loses 13-0 to Jordan Barnett (Chenango Forks-4) 
2010-02-26 13:30:21    Inzana is warned for stalling with the lead. 30 seconds remain there and he's winning 8-5. 
2010-02-26 13:31:46    Inzana gets taken down but holds on for the 8-7 victory. Vecellio pulls off a reversal with under 30 

seconds to go. He's going to overtime with the second seeded Wang. 
2010-02-26 13:33:12    Wang is in deep on a shot but Vecellio does a great job defending it on the edge for a restart. :30. 
2010-02-26 13:34:12    Double overtime for Vecellio and Wang. Meanwhile, Ryan Darch (Batavia) hits a quick double on Nick 

Bushey (Beekmantown-7) 
2010-02-26 13:35:04    Vecellio starts on bottom and can't get out. He'll have to hold Wang down in order to reach ultimate 

overtime. 
2010-02-26 13:36:02    Wang gets out on the whistle and gets a takedown. Wang wins 5-2 in 3ot. 
2010-02-26 13:37:53    Darch hits another tilt and leads 8-0 halfway through the second. 
2010-02-26 13:39:37    Another tilt, another two for Darch. 10-0 after two. Bushey chooses neutral for the third period. 
2010-02-26 13:46:13    Darch wins 15-1. Cody Miller (Spencerport) is wrestling top seed Billy Coggins (Rocky Point-11). It's 0-0 

halfway through the first. Zak Griffith (Warsaw) is wrestling Dalton Vilnave (Morrisville Eaton-3) 
Griffith scoops and has a half in for three back points. Coggins leads 2-0 after one, Griffith leads 5-0 
with :39 in the first. Bryce Mazurowski (Avon) is set to wrestle Kurt Shear (Greene-4). Griffith leads 7-0 
after the first, Mazurowski is taken down in three seconds by Shear and he trails 2-0 with 1:20 to go. 

2010-02-26 13:49:55    Griffith starts the third up 14-2 and on bottom. He immediately escapes. On the other side of things, 
Mazuroski is struggling, trailing 9-0 before being pinned in 3:08. Coggins leads Miller 5-0 in the third. 

2010-02-26 13:51:57    Coggins wins 7-2, Griffith wins 16-6. 
2010-02-26 13:57:14    Results D2 135 pounds: Pfluger, Demmon, Mowry, Billyard, Soper, Boyle, Guynup, White 

 
Results D1 135 pounds: Lenzi, Loomis, Howard, Dyer, Belanger, Bonaldi, Panebianco, Rugirello 
 
Results D2 140 pounds: Heyman, Shirley, Walsh, Palmer, Peet, Kramer, Duncanson, Hendrickson 
 
Partial Results D1 140 pounds: Cucchiara, Cain, Kloc 
 
Results D2 145 pounds: Nevinger, Harhara, Sirota, Paddock, Manuel, Button, Ramirez, Montesanti 
 
Results D1 145 pounds: Rodriguez, Buck, Tompkins, DiGravio, Carlo, Morabito, Beichner, Wightman 
 
Results D2 152 pounds: Dwyer, Harrison, Wignall, Roosa, Hamner, Wallace, Graybeal, Scott 

2010-02-26 13:58:35    Jon Casper (Le Roy) is wrestling Grant Gebo (Whitehall-2).  
2010-02-26 14:00:40    Casper's done a good job defending two outside shots by Gebo and gets a takedown of his own to take 

a 2-0 lead 



 
 

 

2010-02-26 14:01:45    Casper maintains control to finish the first period and he'll start the second with a 2-0 lead. He chooses 
bottom. 

2010-02-26 14:02:50    Casper immediately escapes and a stalemate is called. 1:39 remains on the restart. Quarterfinals will 
take place before the consolations again this year, scheduled for 2:30. 

2010-02-26 14:04:31    Casper leads 3-0 going into the third. Gebo is the three seed. 
2010-02-26 14:05:43    Sean Baylor (Holley) is wrestling Bashar Srouji (Lew-Port). Gebo escapes to cut Casper's lead to 3-1. 

Srouji is the two seed against Baylor. 
2010-02-26 14:07:31    Casper picks up another takedown, he lets Gebo up and holds a 5-2 lead. Kacee Sauer (Holley) is 

wrestling Josh Edmonson (Smithtown Christian-11). Sauer is the top seed.  
2010-02-26 14:08:06    Casper wins, Baylor and Srouji are tied 0-0 after one. Sauer leads 2-0 a minute into the first period. 
2010-02-26 14:12:50    Srouji gets his escape point and is called for stalling. Baylor gets a penalty point to start the third and 

has a minute to escape and take the lead. Sauer and Edmonson are tied 2-2 in the second. 
2010-02-26 14:14:14    Mason Judd (Pal-Mac) is wrestling Sam Chase (Mechanicville-2). Baylor escapes and takes the lead. :51 

remains. Sauer starts on bottom in the third and escapes before going out of bounds with 1:41 to go. 
2010-02-26 14:14:56    Baylor gets warned for stalling with :20 remaining. :08 remains on the whistle, Baylor still up 2-1. 
2010-02-26 14:17:37    Both of Section Five's 215 pounders knocked off top seeds, Baylor wins 2-1. The second and third 

seeds are sent to consolations. Sauer wins 3-2. Judd trails 1-0 going into the third period where he'll 
start on bottom. 

2010-02-26 14:18:34    Judd ties it up. 
2010-02-26 14:19:01    Judd falls and is taken down by Chase. Chase leads 3-1. 
2010-02-26 14:20:01    Chase locks his hands and Judd escapes simultaneously with 30 seconds to go. It's tied 3-3 and headed 

to overtime. 
2010-02-26 14:22:04    Double overtime for Judd and Chase. 
2010-02-26 14:23:08    Chase will go first to try and escape and Judd switches to a single on Chase's attempt but can't hold it. 

Chase is out with :20 left and leads 4-3. Judd will take bottom now. 
2010-02-26 14:25:57    After blood time, Judd goes down. He gets to his feet but goes back to the mat. There's a restart with 

:07 remaining and Judd is still held down. 
2010-02-26 14:26:27    Chase holds down Judd and wins in 3ot. 
2010-02-26 14:30:33    James Mault (Brockport) is wrestling Kemar Shuriah (Curtis-P) 
2010-02-26 14:35:58    Brandon Contreras (Penfield) is wrestling Mike Bishop (Union-Endicott-4). Mault will start the second 

period on top after a scoreless first. 
2010-02-26 14:36:58    Contreras nails a takedown and turns it into a pin, in 1:21. Shuriah escapes Mault's grasp and they're 

neutral with a minute left in the second period. 
2010-02-26 14:39:53    Mault escapes to start the third. Mault had a double but couldn't wrap around Shuriah's legs and goes 

out of bounds with 1:20 to go. 
2010-02-26 14:43:14    Mault hits a takedown in the waning seconds to take a 3-1 lead and the victory. 
2010-02-26 14:44:17    Enzo Zagari (Spencerport) and Greg Faughnan (Union-Endicott-4) are wrestling next.  
2010-02-26 14:47:21    Zagari scores a first period takedown and starts the second on bottom. He's up and out for a 3-0 lead 
2010-02-26 14:48:31    Zagari defends a shot and gets a takedown of his own, Faughnan is out quick, however. Neutral now, 

with Zagari up, 5-1. 
2010-02-26 14:50:10    Angelo DiNottia (Greece Olympia) is up against six seed John Wilkinson (West Babylon-11). They'll 

restart after going out of bounds. Zagari starts the third on top and has maintained control thus far, 
with 1:15 to go. 

2010-02-26 14:52:22    Zagari picks up a set of back points en route to a 7-1 victory. DiNottia starts the second period on 
bottom and escapes to take a 1-0 lead. They'll restart with 1:45 to go in the period. 

2010-02-26 14:53:48    Results D1 152 pounds: Lanzi, Barnett, Ondris, Villaret, Wade, Fitzmaurice, Burke, Teridck 
2010-02-26 14:54:35    DiNottia tries for a single but can't get in on the tree trunk that is Wilkinson's leg. The second period 

ends with DiNottia up, 1-0 
2010-02-26 14:56:06    Results D2 160 pounds: Scott, Talesnik, Beayon, Zupan, Lalone, Brooks-Lambert, Wignall, Wang 

 
Results D2 171 pounds: Beckwith, Saunders, Glennon, Mills, Diekel, Hayes, Mistretta, Darch 

2010-02-26 14:56:38    Wilkinson gets out and the dance begins. 
2010-02-26 14:57:35    Wilkinson gets a takedown with :20 to go on the edge. DiNottia gets out and has :05 seconds to make 

something happen. 
2010-02-26 14:58:23    The quarterfinals are set to begin, a half hour behind schedule 



 
 

 

2010-02-26 15:00:24    Results D1 171 pounds: Coggins, Lock, Nicholas, Matthews, Moss, DeCristo, Obzud, Kavanagh 
 
Results D2 189 pounds: Gallo, Heaney, Palmer, Griffith, Shear, Mitchell, Eibert, Todd 
 
Results D1 189 pounds: Loew, Smith, Giaramati, Di Iorio, Malvestuto, Fusco, McGrath, Contreras 

2010-02-26 15:02:02    Taylor Jones (Pal-Mac) is wrestling John Aslanian (Edgemont-1). Aslanian is the fifth seed, Jones the 13. 
Jones scored a takedown in the first period and holds the lead heading into the second, 2-0. 

2010-02-26 15:03:04    Results D2 215 pounds: Gwiazdowski, Riley, Sibley, Rees, Casper, Behnke, Fuller, Baylor 
 
Results D1 215 pounds: Colling, Marley, Provenzano, Mault, Acors, Horl, Ingham, Zagari 

2010-02-26 15:04:01    Jones starts the second on top and Aslanian gets out. Potentially dangerous causes a restart with 1:20 
to go. Jones leads 2-1 and avoids a headlock combination to maintain the lead. 

2010-02-26 15:04:44    Results D2 285 pounds: Sauer, Pierrette, King, Swansbrough, Chase, Kroll, Barber, Cole 
2010-02-26 15:05:17    Jones fends off Aslanian's offense and starts the third period on bottom with the lead, 2-1. 
2010-02-26 15:08:07    Jones gets put to his back but reverses it and takes the lead. The clock didn't start and Jones is called 

for locked hands. We have controversy. 
2010-02-26 15:09:36    Results D1 285 pounds: Moore, Lee, Frateriggo, Agu, Jumpp, Wilkinson, Desir, McGrew 
2010-02-26 15:10:29    Jones warned for stalling. They've both been warned now. Aslanian escapes with :01 remaining and 

knocks off Jones. Wonder how much time really came off the clock. They took 10, it may have been 
more. 

2010-02-26 15:15:13    Brian Hojnoski (Bath Haverling) is wrestling Jimmy Kyrekeades (Dobbs Ferry-1). Hojnoski is the 5 seed, 
Kyrekeades the 13. Kyrekeades hits a reversal to take a 4-3 lead in the second. Jeff O'Lena (Pal-Mac) is 
wrestling Abdulgawi Mohamed (Lackawanna-6) and trails 2-0 in the first. Austin Keough (Warsaw) is 
wrestling Eric Stevens (Holland Patent-3) and leads 5-0 in the first. Al Dierna (Wayne) is wrestling 
Renaldo Rodriguez Spencer (Cheektowaga). Dierna leads 3-1 in the second. Dierna is the second seed, 
Rodriguez Spencer the 10.  

2010-02-26 15:16:03    Defending state champion Mike Soria (Kings Park-11) was just upset by eighth seeded Joe Barbato 
(Wantagh-8). Soria is the first number one seed to be sent to consolations. 

2010-02-26 15:17:50    Keough is reversed in the second but still leads 8-3. Kyrekeades escapes from Hojnoski in the third to 
take a 5-4 lead with one minute to go. Mohamed leads O'Lena 8-1 in the third with :40 to go. Dierna 
leads 5-3 in the third. 

2010-02-26 15:20:31    O'Lena loses to Mohamed, 8-1. Hojnoski falls to Kyrekeades, 7-5. Keough continues to lead, 11-3 in the 
third. Dierna wins 7-5. 

2010-02-26 15:21:34    Keough is reversed one last time but advances to the semis with a 13-7 win. 
2010-02-26 15:23:21    Colton Dalberth (Marion) and Sam Recco (Lyndonville) are wrestling one another, with Dalberth 

holding a 4-0 lead after one period. Joey Paddock is being checked out after an accidental head butt 
from his opponent, Corey Dake (Lansing-4) 

2010-02-26 15:25:55    Two more top seeds go down. Sean McCormick (Johnson City-4) lost to Tim Schaefer (Lancaster-6). 
Drew Longo (Ardsley-1) defeated John Delaney (Watervliet/LC) at 96 pounds. 

2010-02-26 15:27:37    Dake gets Paddock for three back points to end the first period and takes a 5-0 lead into the second. 
Dalberth defeated Recco. 

2010-02-26 15:32:04    Arik Robinson (Peru-7), a two time defending champion, averts yet another top seed disaster, 
defeating Nick Tighe (Phoenix-3) in overtime. Dake now leads Paddock 7-1 in the third. 

2010-02-26 15:33:30    Paddock falls, 9-1. Brandon Ling (Penfield) leads Malik Rasheed (Longwood-11) 2-0 halfway through 
the third period. 

2010-02-26 15:37:12    Kyle Conrad (Bath Haverling) is on against Kevin Strong (Frewsburg-6). Rasheed escapes and hits a 
controversial takedown as time expires to defeat Ling 3-2. Mike Gentilcore (Greece Olympia) leads 2-0 
in the first period against Gary Wolff (Monroe Woodbury-9)  

2010-02-26 15:37:36    Conrad enters the second period in a scoreless tie and on bottom. 
2010-02-26 15:40:29    Conrad earns a reversal in the second period and Gentilcore picks up a fall in 3:02 to advance to the 

semifinals. Conrad starts the third period on top with a 2-0 lead. 
2010-02-26 15:42:26    Chester Demanchick (Gates-Chili) and Bob Dierna (Wayne) are opponents. Conrad maintains control of 

Strong with :43 to go. 
2010-02-26 15:43:52    Conrad advances to the semifinals with a 2-0 victory. Dierna and Demanchick are scoreless in the first 

period. 



 
 

 

2010-02-26 15:45:25    D2 96 pound semifinalists: Longo, Aslanian, Rifanburg, Stowell 
2010-02-26 15:47:05    Quinton Murphy (Holley) is looking for a takedown against Curt Thompson (Whitehall-2) but can't 

come up with one. Dierna leads Demanchick 4-0 in the second period. Dierna is on bottom to begin 
the period. 

2010-02-26 15:48:45    D1 96 pounds semifinalists: West, Raghunandan, Lewandowski, Parise 
 
D2 103 pound semifinalists: Keough, Kyrekeades, Mohamed, Goddeau 
 
D1 103 pound semifinalists: Barbato, Brienza, Soria, Dierna 

2010-02-26 15:49:57    Dierna escapes and scores a takedown to take a 7-0 lead into the third period. Murphy holds a 6-0 lead 
midway through the second period. 

2010-02-26 15:51:27    D2 112 pound semifinalists: Robinson, Page, Dake, Dalberth 
 
D1 112 pound semifinalists: Schaefer, Rasheed, McNeil, Realbuto 
 
D2 119 pound semifinalists: Crisafulli, Giacolone, Conrad, Gottfried 

2010-02-26 15:52:28    Dierna leads Demanchick 10-3. Murphy is now up 8-0. Lance Compton (Attica) is now wrestling Mark 
McComack (Edgemont-1) 

2010-02-26 15:54:23    Dierna advances with a 12-4 win. Murphy advances with a 10-4 win. Compton hits a quick takedown 
and nearfall to lead 4-0 and ends up winning by fall in 1:11 

2010-02-26 15:57:56    Team USA leads Finland 6-0. 
2010-02-26 16:03:35    D1 119 pound semifinalists: Greene, Watterson, Gentilcore, McQueen 

 
D2 125 pound semifinalists: Murphy, Gormley, Hogan, Hanson 

2010-02-26 16:06:02    Ben Mowry (Pal-Mac) and Casey Billyard (Frewsburg-6) are tied at 2 in the second period. Joe Bonaldi 
(Greece Olympia) scored a takedown on John Belanger (Shenendehowa-2) in the first period and 2-0 
remains the score halfway through the period. 

2010-02-26 16:07:21    Billyard escapes in the second period and leads 3-2 going to the third. Injury time for Billyard before 
the third begins. Mowry will start in the down position 

2010-02-26 16:08:44    CJ Howard (Pittsford) is wrestling Jordan Dyer (Chenango Forks-4). Mowry is still in Billyard's control 
with a minute to go. Bonaldi leads Belanger 2-1 after one. 

2010-02-26 16:10:36    Billyard warned for stalling, Mowry down to the final :10.  
2010-02-26 16:11:39    Mowry earns an escape as time expires to send the match to overtime. Bonaldi leads Belanger 3-1 

going into the third period and Howard trails 4-2 midway through the second. 
2010-02-26 16:13:09    Billyard defends a deep shot from Mowry for 30 seconds before turning it into a win for himself. 

Howard trails 4-2 after two. Bonaldi leads 3-2 with a minute remaining. 
2010-02-26 16:13:54    Wilcox defeats Shove 10-2. 
2010-02-26 16:15:36    Belanger gets a takedown with :40 remaining. Restart with :36. Bonaldi reverses but Belanger escapes. 

Overtime. 
2010-02-26 16:15:50    Howard drops a 4-2 decision. 
2010-02-26 16:16:42    Bonaldi warned for stalling with :15 to go in the first overtime. Belanger nearly scores a takedown but 

can't finish. Double OT. 
2010-02-26 16:18:11    Bonaldi is down first. He hasn't been able to get out and there's a restart with :12. Bonaldi escapes 

with :03. Belanger goes down.  
2010-02-26 16:19:53    Belanger reverses Bonaldi and holds on for a 7-6 victory.  
2010-02-26 16:21:00    Tory Cain (Wayne) trails Jim Kloc (Iroquois-6) 2-0 after the first period. 
2010-02-26 16:21:30    Bucky Hendrickson (Letchworth) and Dylan Duncanson (Medina-6) now wrestling. 
2010-02-26 16:23:34    Hendrickson and Duncanson tied at 0 after the first period. Cain trails Kloc 3-1 after the second period. 
2010-02-26 16:24:35    Chris Nevinger (Letchworth) and Ameen Harhara (Lackawanna-6) now wrestling 
2010-02-26 16:27:26    Kloc defeats Cain 6-1. Nevinger trails Harhara 2-0 in the second. Hendrickson leads 2-0 after the 

second. 
2010-02-26 16:28:11    Lewis Cucchiara (Gates Chili) trails Daniel Cataldi (Great Neck South-8) 1-0 in the second after an 

escape by Cataldi. 
2010-02-26 16:29:14    Nevinger gets a point and trails 2-1 in the third. He escapes with 1:35 to go and ties the match at two 

apiece. Hendrickson leads 5-0 with a minute to go. Cucchiara goes bottom for the third period, trailing, 



 
 

 

1-0.  
2010-02-26 16:31:14    Hendrickson wins. Nevinger and Harhara are headed to OT and Cucchiara reverses Cataldi with a 

minute remaining to take a 2-1 lead. 
2010-02-26 16:34:07    Vinnie DiGravio (Wayne) leads Ryan Tompkins (Beacon-1) 2-1 in the first period. Cucchiara defeats 

Cataldi, 4-3. Nevinger avoids a couple takedown attempts by Harhara and the match is going to double 
overtime, with Nevinger being warned for stalling. 

2010-02-26 16:38:11    Austin Dwyer (Hornell) leads Josh Harrison (Mechanicville-2) 3-0 in the second period. Burke Paddock 
(Warsaw) is trailing Tyler Sirota (Canastota-3) 1-0 in the first period. I didn't see what the point was 
awarded for. Nevinger wins 3-2 in 2ot. DiGravio leads 3-1 midway through the second. and Paul 
Morabito (Spencerport) trails Tony Carlo (Monsignor Farrell-C)2-0 after a takedown, but he reversed it 
to end the first period and tie the match at two. 

2010-02-26 16:39:51    Owen Scott (Pal-Mac) is now wrestling Chris Graybeal (Edgemont-1). Five mats are being represented 
by purple singlets at the moment. 

2010-02-26 16:41:30    DiGravio, Section Five's lone Division One champion last year, loses to Tompkins, 4-3. Morabito trails 
3-2 in the third following Carlo's escape to start the period. Paddock wins. Dwyer wins. Scott leads 5-0 
after the first period. 

2010-02-26 16:43:56    Morabito loses 3-2. Owen Scott wins by fall. Five matches turned to none in an instant. 
2010-02-26 16:46:07    D1 125 pound semifinalists: Arujau, Fischetti, Rodrigues, Flamio 

 
D2 130 pound semifinalists: Wilcox, Wagner, Lyman, Compton 
 
D1 130 pound semifinalists: Dierna, Meinsen, Lanave, Laraia 
 
D2 135 pound semifinalists: Pfluger, Billyard, Soper, Guynup 
 
D1 135 pound semifinalists: Lenzi, Dyer, Belanger, Ruggirello 

2010-02-26 16:47:31    Craig Scott (Pal-Mac) leads 4-1 after the first period against Peter Talesnik (Pleasantville-1). He starts 
on bottom and nails a reversal, 6-1. 

2010-02-26 16:48:56    Joe Inzana (Spencerport) drops a 15-3 major decision to Anthony Volpe (Rocky Point-11), Volpe is the 
first seed at 160 pounds. 

2010-02-26 16:50:29    D2 140 pound semifinalists: Heyman, Walsh, Peet, Hendrickson 
 
D1 140 pound semifinalists: Dutton, Palacios, Cucchiara, Kloc 
 
D2 145 pound semifinalists: Nevinger, Paddock, Manuel, Montesanti 
 
D1 145 pound semifinalists: Rodriguez, Tompkins, Carlo, Wightman 

2010-02-26 16:51:29    Craig Scott wins by fall in 5:34. 
2010-02-26 16:56:31    Tyler Brooks-Lambert (Midlakes) is now wrestling Nick Lalone (Cato Meridian-3). Ryan Darch (Batavia) 

is wrestling John Mistretta (Southwestern-6) 
2010-02-26 17:00:22    Both matches scoreless after one period. Mistretta allows Darch to begin in neutral, Darch leads 1-0. 

Lalone hits an escape to take a 2-0 lead. Brandon Mills (Canisteo-Greenwood) is wrestling Jon Glennon 
(Lansing-4) 

2010-02-26 17:02:27    Darch with a takedown and Mistretta with an escape makes the match 3-1. :41 to go in the second 
period. Same time remains for Brooks-Lambert, he still trails 2-0. Mills is taken down by Glennon in the 
first period and enters the second trailing 2-0. 

2010-02-26 17:03:43    Darch's right knee has a brace on it and he's in pain, grasping the same leg. Injury time for Darch. 
Brooks-Lambert can't escape after the reversal and he'll start the third period on bottom to see if that 
will change.  

2010-02-26 17:04:53    Darch returns the favor and lets Mistretta start the third period in neutral. 3-2 there. Glennon now 
leads Mills 5-0 and Brooks-Lambert calls injury time for his right foot. 

2010-02-26 17:06:17    Glennon goes down for the third period with the lead. Brooks-Lambert is let up by Lalone and has a 
minute to go to score. He gets poked in the eye and the match is stopped. Darch collects a takedown 
and a 5-2 lead. 

2010-02-26 17:07:21    Lalone picks up a takedown on Brooks-Lambert to seal the match. Mistretta calls injury time this time, 



 
 

 

down 5-3 after an escape. Glennon's out and Mills has work to do if he's to reach the semifinals 
2010-02-26 17:09:14    Darch adds a takedown and a win, he's in the semifinals. Mills has a double on Glennon but can't turn 

it into anything. He loses 6-0. Brooks-Lambert drops a 6-1 decision to Lalone. 
2010-02-26 17:11:34    Brandon Contreras (Penfield) and Mike McGrath (Kingston-9) are wrestling. There's no score midway 

through the first period.  
2010-02-26 17:12:53    Contreras hits a double to a headlock for two backpoints. He's up 4-0 after the first. Zak Griffith 

(Warsaw) trails Colin Palmer (East Aurora-6) 4-1 in the first period. 
2010-02-26 17:15:09    Contreras is up 4-1 after the second period. Griffith escapes to start the second and trails 4-2. James 

Mault (Brockport) is wrestling Steve Provenzano (Islip-11). 
2010-02-26 17:16:56    Team USA defeats Finland 6-1 to advance to the Gold Medal game. 
2010-02-26 17:18:58    Palmer scores a takedown as time expires in the second period to take a 6-2 lead into the third.  
2010-02-26 17:19:35    Mault and Provenzano are scoreless after the first period. Mault begins the second period in control. 
2010-02-26 17:19:59    Contreras wins 5-1. Palmer defeats Griffith 9-2 
2010-02-26 17:20:54    Sean Baylor (Holley) gets stuck by Darren Fuller (Governour-10) in :35. 
2010-02-26 17:23:02    Provenzano gets out from under Mault and enters the third period with a 1-0 lead. Enzo Zagari 

(Spencerport) is wrestling DJ Ingham (Fulton-3) and leads 3-1 in the second period. Jon Casper (LeRoy) 
is wrestling Peter Behnke (Highland-9). It's scoreless midway through the first period. 

2010-02-26 17:23:46    Kacee Sauer (Holley) leads Amos Pierrette (Woodlands-1) 2-0 in the first period. 
2010-02-26 17:24:52    Mault escapes to tie the match 1-1. Zagari leads 3-2 in the third following an Ingham escape. Casper 

gets a takedown and leads 2-1 after the first period. He'll start the second period on bottom. 
2010-02-26 17:26:14    Mault is warned for stalling at the end of the third period. Overtime. Casper picks up an escape and a 

takedown before letting up Behnke. He's up 5-2. Sauer reverses Pierrette and leads 4-0. Zagari leads 
Ingham 3-2 with :30 in the third. 

2010-02-26 17:27:52    Zagari advances with a 3-2 victory. Casper continues his surprising dominance and now leads 7-2 after 
two. Mault and Provenzano enter double overtime, Provenzano goes first from the bottom. 

2010-02-26 17:28:55    Mault holds down Provenzano. If he can escape, he'll take the lead. 
2010-02-26 17:29:36    Mault gets out quick, now he has to defend shots. Sauer leads 6-1 in the third. 
2010-02-26 17:30:43    Mault gets a takedown out of Provenzano's desperation attempts and advances to the semifinals. 

Sauer wins 8-1. Casper leads 9-4 with :30 remaining. 
2010-02-26 17:31:23    Casper adds one last takedown to win 11-5.  
2010-02-26 17:37:31    There will be a slight break (for me) between now and the consolation round. Mitch Moran and Sean 

Peacock will both be wrestling soon, I'll return in time for those matches. 
2010-02-26 17:43:48    Sean Peacock (Midlakes) is wrestling Zack Bickle (Roy-Hart-6). The match is scoreless after the first 

period. Peacock starts the period in control. 
2010-02-26 17:45:49    Bickle escapes but is taken down shortly thereafter by Peacock. Peacock leads 2-1 after the second 

period and opts to go down for the third. 
2010-02-26 17:48:42    Peacock reverses and puts Bickle to his back for a two point nearfall. He leads 6-1 and that's how the 

match will finish. 
2010-02-26 17:54:00    Mitch Moran (Penfield) is wrestling Mike Mullins (Indian River-3). Moran was in on a shot late but 

couldn't convert. 0-0 after the first period and Moran will begin on top. 
2010-02-26 17:55:23    Moran gets a tilt for two points off the whistle and leads 2-0 halfway through the period. 
2010-02-26 17:56:57    Moran gets another set of back points before the period ends and takes a 5-0 lead into the third 

period where he'll start on top again. 
2010-02-26 17:59:34    This time around Mullins escapes and scores a take down to put himself back in the match. :20 to go 

and Moran is on bottom attempting to advance. He does, 5-3. 
2010-02-26 18:01:35    Section 5 leads Division Two in team scores. 

 
Section 5 is in third place in Division One. 

2010-02-26 18:02:35    Ian Ross (Newark) is wrestling Mike Sardo (Whitesboro-3) in the second period. It's scoreless after the 
first. Ross starts on bottom. 

2010-02-26 18:06:43    Warsaw is fifth in individual schools for Division Two. Pal-Mac is second. 
2010-02-26 18:08:43    Ross earns an escape with :30 in the second to take a 1-0 lead after the first period. Vinnie Napierski 

(Attica) is wrestling Taylor Treadgold (Voorheesville-2). Treadgold lost to Quinton Murphy (Holley) in 
the first round. Napierski earns an escape to start the second period and leads 1-0. Ross maintains 
control of Sardo and leads 1-0 with one minute remaining. 



 
 

 

2010-02-26 18:09:58    James Montante (Penfield) is wrestling Dylan Caruana (Kenmore West-6). Caruana dropped a decision 
to Mike Gentilcore (Greece Olympia) in the first round. Caruana leads 1-0 midway through the second 
period. 

2010-02-26 18:13:27    Napierski takes a 1-0 lead into the third period, as does Caruana. Cam Kelly (Pittsford) is wrestling 
Steve Anson (Colonie-2). Ross loses 5-1. Napierski is headed to overtime. Kelly and Anson are tied after 
the first and Kelly starts the second period on bottom. 

2010-02-26 18:13:49    Montante loses, 2-0. 
2010-02-26 18:14:36    Napierski and Treadgold head to double overtime. 
2010-02-26 18:16:01    Kelly reverses and picks up two points for a near fall and leads 4-0 after two periods. Napierski was 

unable to escape from Treadgold and must maintain control in order to go to ultimate overtime. 
2010-02-26 18:17:04    Napierski gets it done and has his choice of top or bottom for the final period. He'll try to ride out 

Treadgold. 
2010-02-26 18:18:17    Napierski holds down Treadgold and lives to see another match. Kelly wins as well, 7-2. 
2010-02-26 18:31:52    Due to the success of both divisions in the preliminary round there aren't a whole lot of matches 

involving Section Five during this round. The next match will involve two Section Fiver's. Conner 
Lorenzo (Brighton) and Adam Willman (Victor). 

2010-02-26 18:55:13    After a scoreless first period, Willman and Lorenzo enter the second with Willman starting down. 
Willman gets out and takes a 1-0 lead into the third, where they'll go neutral. 

2010-02-26 18:55:51    Willman scores a takedown but hurts himself in the process, injury time. 3-0 Willman. 
2010-02-26 18:58:41    Willman controls Lorenzo again and wins, 3-0. Now wrestling, Neal Vecellio (Wayland-Cohocton) and 

Zach Potenza (East Aurora-6). Vecellio gets taken down and is awarded a locked hands point as well as 
an escape. 2-2 midway through the first period. 

2010-02-26 18:59:56    Vecellio adds one more takedown before the end of the period and goes into the second with a 4-2 
lead. He'll begin the second period on top. 

2010-02-26 19:01:40    Potenza works had for a reversal and gets one to tie the match 
2010-02-26 19:03:02    Vecellio in on a single trying to turn it into something. Goes for a double and it doesn't work, he 

switches to a cradle but can't do anything with it. Stalemate. 
2010-02-26 19:04:09    He'll take the escape instead, but be taken down after the restart. 6-5 Potenza entering period three. 

Vecellio chooses down. 
2010-02-26 19:05:21    Vecellio converts a switch and takes the lead with 1:22 remaining. 
2010-02-26 19:07:13    Vecellio turns Potenza for three back points and wins the match, 10-6. 
2010-02-26 19:13:39    Cody Miller (Spencerport) is now wrestling Joe Cummings (Nyack-1). Bryce Mazurowski (Avon) is 

wrestling Will Frazee (Fabius Pompey-3). Frazee is the six seed, Cummings the eight.  
2010-02-26 19:14:45    Mazurowski gets dropped for a takedown and escapes as time expires. Miller and Cummings enter the 

second period scoreless. Mazurowski starts the second period down, as does Miller. 
2010-02-26 19:17:26    Miller scores an escape and takedown before winning by fall. Mazurowski is still working from the 

bottom with :22 to go on a restart. 
2010-02-26 19:18:23    Mazurowski can't escape, Frazee chooses down to start the third against Mazurowski, a freshman. 
2010-02-26 19:19:31    Frazee reverses and picks up a set of back points to take a 6-1 lead. 
2010-02-26 19:20:21    Add another near fall to Frazee's total and Mazurowski is eliminated in an 8-1 loss. 
2010-02-26 19:29:47    Mason Judd (Pal-Mac) is now wrestling Hayden Head (Beekmantown-7). Angelo DiNottia is on deck 

against Jim Donner (Niagara-Wheatfield-6). Donner is the third seed. After those matches, the second 
round of consolations will begin. 

2010-02-26 19:30:40    Judd peels the hand of Head to start the second period and take a 1-0 lead. 
2010-02-26 19:33:05    Judd succeeds on a trip attempt and earns a takedown before the conclusion of the second period. 

He's up 3-0 and will start the third period on top. 
2010-02-26 19:34:35    DiNottia will start the second period on bottom trailing 2-1 to Donner. Judd has one minute remaining 

in the third period. 
2010-02-26 19:37:57    Head gets out but can't get a takedown. Judd warned for stalling but it won't make a difference. He 

wins, 3-1. DiNottia gets out and ties the match at two, heading into the third period where Donner will 
start from the bottom. 

2010-02-26 19:40:12    Donner gets out, gets a takedown, lets DiNottia up and wins the match, 5-3. 
2010-02-26 19:42:18    Following the first round of consolations, just five wrestlers have been eliminated: Ian Ross (Newark), 

James Montante (Penfield), Conner Lorenzo (Brighton), Bryce Mazurowski (Avon), and Angelo DiNottia 
(Greece Olympia). One more will be eliminated shortly, as Sean Peacock (Midlakes) and Taylor Jones 



 
 

 

(Pal-Mac) will meet one last time this season, to see who lives another day. 
2010-02-26 19:44:55    D2 152 pound semifinalists: Dwyer, Wignall, Wallace, Scott 

 
D1 152 pound semifinalists: Lanzi, Ondris, Wade, Terdick 
 
D2 160 pound semifinalists: Scott, Zupan, Lalone, Wang 
 
D1 160 pound semifinalists: Volpe, Meisner, Puca, Genovesi 

2010-02-26 19:45:35    Jones regains control of Peacock as he's about to get free in the second, it remains scoreless with 
Jones in control, :30 remain. 

2010-02-26 19:48:43    Jones gets the job done on top and starts the third period on bottom with the score non-existent. 
Mitch Moran (Penfield) and Kyle Kelly (Chenango Forks-4) set to square off. Moran earns a quick 
takedown and takes the lead. 

2010-02-26 19:49:57    Jones and Peacock headed to overtime with no score. Jeff O'Lena (Pal-Mac) leads Jesse Holton 
(Windsor-4) 2-0 midway through the second. He scored a takedown in the first period and chose 
neutral to start the period. He connects another takedown and leads 4-1 after two periods. 

2010-02-26 19:50:32    Jones squeezes out a takedown to win in overtime and defeat Peacock for the third consecutive time. 
Peacock is eliminated. 

2010-02-26 19:51:57    Brian Hojnoski (Bath-Haverling) and Brandon Muntz (Falconer-6) now wrestling. Muntz lost to O'Lena 
in the first round. Moran trails 4-2 entering the third period. 

2010-02-26 19:53:31    Hojnoski gets a takedown in the first period and starts the third on bottom. O'Lena wins, 5-1, Moran 
trails, 6-2 with a minute to go. 

2010-02-26 19:57:14    Sam Recco (Lyndonville) is wrestling Mc Kinley Mohrman (Cold Spring Harbor-8). Hojnoski leads 6-0 
after two periods, and Moran is eliminated. 

2010-02-26 19:59:59    Recco rides Mohrman for a minute before Mohrman escapes and takes a 1-0 lead.  
 

2010-02-26 20:00:13    Recco takes the period with a takedown and starts the third on bottom. Hojnoski wins, 10-2. 
2010-02-26 20:02:07    Recco gains a point for locked hands on Mohrman. He picks up another point for a nelson and leads 4-

1 with :38 remaining and a restart coming. 
2010-02-26 20:04:01    Recco wins, 4-1. Brandon Ling (Penfield) will be wrestling Mike Sardo (Whitesboro-3) soon. Sardo 

defeated Ian Ross (Newark) in the last round. 
2010-02-26 20:07:36    Ling enters the second period up on Sardo, 2-0. He'll start from the bottom. 
2010-02-26 20:10:30    Vinnie Napierski (Attica) is wrestling Ryan Osleeb (North Salem-1) and trails 2-0 after the first period. 

Ling leads 4-3 after two periods, Sardo just got a point for a Ling full nelson. 
2010-02-26 20:11:50    Osleeb hits another takedown for a 4-0 lead. Napierski escapes only to be taken down again. 6-1 with 

a minute to go in the second period. 
2010-02-26 20:13:16    Sardo escapes Ling to begin the third period and it's tied with a minute remaining. Napierski trails, 8-2, 

with the third period on the way. Napierski chooses to start the third on top. 
2010-02-26 20:14:53    Ling and Sardo are going to overtime. Napierski still riding with a minute to go, but needs to find a way 

to score six points. 
2010-02-26 20:16:31    Ling gets a takedown within 20 seconds and wins to move on to tomorrow. Napierski gets reversed 

and loses, 10-2 to get eliminated. Add an unsportsmanlike to the finish and it's 11-2. 
2010-02-26 20:21:34    Cam Kelly (Pittsford) is wrestling Connor Sutton (LaSalle-2). Sutton is the four seed, Kelly, the five.  
2010-02-26 20:25:27    Kelly gets taken down and trails 2-0 after one period. Greg Shove (North Rose-Wolcott) is wrestling 

Allen Cornelius (Hostos Lincoln Academy-P). Shove hits a takedown and two back points to end the 
first period and take a 4-0 lead. Kelly trails 2-0 with a minute remaining in the second and he's stuck on 
bottom. 

2010-02-26 20:26:17    Kelly gets out with :06 to go and trails 2-1 going into the third where he'll start on top. 
2010-02-26 20:26:32    Shove earns a fall in 2:15. 
2010-02-26 20:28:40    With a minute remaining Kelly cuts Sutton and gives him a 3-1 lead. Ben Mowry (Pal-Mac) is wrestling 

Tyler Nicholson (Corinth-2). Mowry is the five seed, Nicholson the six seed. Kelly collects a takedown in 
the final seconds to send the match to overtime.  

2010-02-26 20:29:44    Kelly comes from behind and gets the win with a takedown :16 in overtime. Mowry begins the second 
period on top, tied, 0-0. 

2010-02-26 20:33:29    Mowry gets reversed and trails 2-0 after two periods. Mowry earns a reversal to start the third and tie 



 
 

 

the match. 
2010-02-26 20:34:10    Nicholson gets out, Mowry takes him down and pins him. Mowry advances to tomorrow. 
2010-02-26 20:40:56    Joe Bonaldi (Greece Olympia) is wrestling Eric Rueckle (Union Endicott-4). Rueckle was defeated by CJ 

Howard (Pittsford) in the first round. 
2010-02-26 20:41:32    Bonaldi gets a takedown but can't complete the pin before time expires. He'll get two back points, 

though, and take a 4-0 lead to the second period. 
2010-02-26 20:44:56    Chester Demanchick (Gates-Chili) is wrestling Wesley Blanding (Chittenango-3). Bonaldi leads 4-0 with 

:40 remaining. Demanchick enters the second period scoreless. 
2010-02-26 20:45:42    Bonaldi gets reversed and escapes, he's up 5-2. Demanchick starts the second period from the bottom. 
2010-02-26 20:51:44    Bonaldi wins, Demanchick leads 4-2. Tory Cain (Wayne) leads Kevin Davidson (Carmel-1), 2-0 in the 

first period. 
2010-02-26 20:54:55    Demanchick wins, Cain leads 2-0 midway through the second with a chance to escape from the 

bottom. Tyler Brooks-Lambert (Midlakes) leads 5-0 over Brian Dillman (Oyster Bay-8) after two 
periods. 

2010-02-26 20:57:26    Cain reverses and leads 4-0 after two periods. CJ Howard (Pittsford) defeats Joe Chiaffitella (Calhoun-
8), 11-2. Brooks-Lambert wins, 5-0.  

2010-02-26 21:00:03    Cain wins, 4-0.  
2010-02-26 21:02:11    Paul Morabito (Spencerport) is wrestling Rickey Bronson (Chenango Forks-4). After a scoreless first 

stanza, Morabito chooses down to start the second. 
2010-02-26 21:05:34    Morabito escapes and gets a takedown but gives Bronson a point for an illegal slam. Morabito leads 3-

1 with :44 remaining, stoppage in the match for injury time. 
2010-02-26 21:09:11    Morabito leads 3-1 after two periods. Neal Vecellio is now wrestling Peter Talesnik (Pleasantville-1). 

Brandon Mills (Canisteo-Greenwood) is now wrestling Dustin Hallock (Cohoes-2). Vecellio starts the 
second period on bottom in a scoreless tie. 

2010-02-26 21:11:05    Bronson escapes Morabito with a minute to go and trails 3-2. They tie up and go out of bounds. 
Restart with :33. Vecellio still on bottom with :36 to go in the second period. Mills leads 2-0 in the 
second following a reversal. 

2010-02-26 21:12:53    Morabito picks up two takedowns before the finish and wins 7-3. Vecellio escapes in the waning 
seconds of the second period, and Mills leads, 5-1 in the second period. Zak Griffith (Warsaw), the four 
seed, is now wrestling Will Frazee (Fabius Pompey-3). Frazee defeated Bryce Mazurowski in the 
previous round. 

2010-02-26 21:15:25    Adam Willman (Victor) is wrestling Jacob Burke (Mexico-3). Mills leads 5-1 entering the third period. 
Vecellio maintains control in the third period for a 1-0 victory. Griffith trails 2-0 entering the second 
period and Willman is knotted up at 0 with Burke after the first. 

2010-02-26 21:16:39    Vinnie DiGravio (Wayne) defeated Mujeeb Ghifari (Curtis-P). Paul Morabito (Spencerport) defeated 
Ghifari in the first round. 

2010-02-26 21:23:04    Mills wins, 5-1. Griffith leads 4-0 over Frazee but Frazee is writhing in pain and may not be able to 
continue. There's a trainer tending to him now. Willman trails Burke, 3-0 going into the third period. 

2010-02-26 21:23:56    Frazee is good to go, but there's a stoppage in the match after Griffith tugs his elbow again. Sean 
Baylor (Holley) is wrestling Pat Langworthy (Southwestern-6). Burke defeats Willman. Griffith enters 
the third period on top, 4-0, to Frazee. Frazee hits a reversal but can't do anything else. Griffith wins. 
Baylor enters the third period with the lead, 1-0. 

2010-02-26 21:25:24    Baylor and Langworthy are tied with a minute to go 
2010-02-26 21:26:25    Baylor and Langworthy in just about the quickest scramble possible for the upperweights, but nothing 

comes from it on either side. :22 left. 
2010-02-26 21:27:29    Overtime between Baylor and Langworthy 
2010-02-26 21:28:44    Baylor wins in overtime with a gritty takedown 
2010-02-26 21:35:35    Cody Miller (Spencerport) is wrestling Chad Obzud (Lansingburgh-2). Mason Judd (Pal-Mac) is 

wrestling Theo King (Roy Hart-6). Joe Inzana (Spencerport) is wrestling Joe Giametta (Macarthur-8). 
Giametta is the second seed in the tournament, Inzana the nine. Judd leads 1-0 after escaping in the 
second period, :46 remains in the second there. Inzana trails 1-0 with :30 to go in the second period. 
Miller escapes and leads 1-0 with :30 to go in the second. 

2010-02-26 21:36:28    Judd takes a 1-0 lead into the third. Inzana trails 1-0 going into the third after failing to complete a 
takedown as time expired. Miller finds himself down 5-1 after two periods following a takedown right 
to his back. 



 
 

 

2010-02-26 21:37:38    Judd and King are tied at one apiece. Inzana and Giametta in the same situation. Miller now trails 7-1. 
2010-02-26 21:38:29    Judd and King go to OT. Giametta warned for stalling with :38 seconds to go, they're in neutral. 
2010-02-26 21:39:26    Inzana connects with a takedown with :03 to go and pulls off the win. Judd and King headed to double 

overtime, and Miller loses, 7-1. 
2010-02-26 21:40:13    Judd gets out in :09 and has :21 to build to his lead before King has his chance from bottom. 
2010-02-26 21:41:50    Judd holds King down for the victory. 
2010-02-26 21:45:36    That win by Judd wraps up Section Five's participation for the day, with everyone else remaining from 

Section Five's classes (189,215,285) either in the semifinals (Brandon Contereras (Penfield), Enzo 
Zagari (Spencerport) and James Mault (Brockport)) or eliminated (Angelo DiNottia (Greece Olympia)) 

2010-02-26 21:47:26    We'll be back tomorrow around 10:00 a.m. for more wrestling action, beginning with the next round 
of consolations, followed by the semifinal matchups, live from the Times Union Center in Albany, New 
York. 

2010-02-27 10:03:22    We're back. Taylor Jones (Pal-Mac) is set to wrestle John Delaney (Watervliet/LC-2) in consolations. 
Delaney is the top seed. 

2010-02-27 10:04:16    Delaney hits an early takedown and rides Jones out for the duration of the first period to take a 2-0 
lead. He'll make it 3-0 with an escape at the start of the second. 

2010-02-27 10:05:56    Delaney scores a takedown and Jones escapes. Delaney gets another before the end of the period and 
leads 7-1 to start the third period. Delaney scores a reversal for a 9-1 lead. 

2010-02-27 10:08:14    Delaney eliminates Jones with an 11-3 victory. Jones won't place this year. 
2010-02-27 10:10:09    Al Dierna (Wayne) is wrestling Max Soria (Kings Park-11) for a spot in the finals. Brian Hojnoski (Bath-

Haverling) just pinned Eric Stevens (Holland Patent-3) in :31 to assure a top six finish. 
2010-02-27 10:12:44    Dierna and Soria battle each other for positioning and it's Soria who comes out with the takedown 

with :30 in the first. Soria takes a 2-0 lead into the second 
2010-02-27 10:16:20    Dierna starts the second period on bottom. He gets out to make it 2-1. Austin Keough (Warsaw) is 

wrestling Jimmy Kyrekeades (Dobbs Ferry-1) for a spot in the 103-pound final. Keough is the top seed, 
Kyrekeades is the 13. Keough out to a 2-0 lead in the first period. Jeff O'Lena (Pal-Mac) is wrestling Tyi 
Franklin (Sherburne Earlville-3) for the right to stand on the podium. O'Lena leads 2-0 in the second 

2010-02-27 10:18:31    Soria gets out to begin the third period. Franklin scores on O'Lena to tie it at two after two. One 
minute remains in Dierna's match, he trails 4-3. Dierna scores a takedown and scores a pin in 5:09 to 
advance to tonight's final where he'll wrestle eight seed Joe Barbato (Wantagh-8)  

2010-02-27 10:20:57    O'Lena earns a point on Franklin's stalling in the final :10. The match will go to overtime. Keough leads 
4-0 in the second period. 

2010-02-27 10:22:18    Brandon Ling (Penfield) is wrestling Sean McCormick (Johnson City-4) in a consolation match. 
McCormick, the top seed, leads 6-1 in the second period. 

2010-02-27 10:23:04    O'Lena loses in overtime. Keough leads 5-2 going into the third period.  
2010-02-27 10:27:40    Keough leads 5-4 with :45 remaining. Sam Recco (Lyndonville)is wrestling John Diekel (Whitehall-2) in 

a consolation match. Recco leads 2-0 in the second period and is on bottom. Brandon Ling has been 
eliminated. Keough scores a takedown to secure victory. He'll be in the finals against Abdulgawi 
Mohamed (Lackawanna-6) 

2010-02-27 10:29:01    Colton Dalberth (Marion) is wrestling Corey Dake (Lansing-4). Dake defeated Joey Paddock (Warsaw) 
in the quarterfinals yesterday. 

2010-02-27 10:29:34    Recco trails 3-2 in the third period. Dalberth scores a quick takedown and leads 2-0. 
2010-02-27 10:32:03    Recco can't score the takedown and is eliminated in a 4-2 loss. 
2010-02-27 10:32:56    Mike Gentilcore trails Damon McQueen (Huntington-11) 2-0 in the first period. Dalberth continues to 

lead 2-0 in the first period. Lots of blood stoppages over there. 
2010-02-27 10:33:35    Gentilcore almost gets two for an escape but is out of bounds upon completion. He'll get one for an 

escape and they'll restart in neutral 
2010-02-27 10:34:54    McQueen gets another takedown and Gentilcore nearly escapes that one for another reversal but runs 

out of time. 4-1 after the first period, Gentilcore begins the second period on bottom 
2010-02-27 10:36:46    Dalberth is being taped up above his eye after a cut opened up. Trainers are tending to him now. Arik 

Robinson (Peru-7), Dalberth's opponent in last year's final, advanced to the finals again with a 9-0 
victory over Tom Page (Eden-6). Robinson is a two time defending champion. 

2010-02-27 10:39:16    Kyle Conrad (Bath-Haverling) is wrestling Penn Gottfried (Ardsley-1) in a semifinal matchup at 119-
pounds. More blood time for Dalberth, he still leads 2-0. Gentilcore trails 6-1 in the third period 
following a McQueen reversal. 



 
 

 

2010-02-27 10:41:22    Cam Kelly (Pittsford) trails Nic Smith (Valley Central-9), 2-0 after the first period. Kelly begins the 
second in control. Gentilcore drops an 8-2 contest to McQueen. Dalberth leads 2-0 after two and starts 
the third period on bottom. 

2010-02-27 10:43:19    1:14 remains in Dalberth's match and another stoppage is called for blood. One thing is for sure: 
Dalberth is human. He bleeds. Often. 

2010-02-27 10:44:49    Kelly rode Smith for most of the period but a gaffe costs him a late reversal. He'll enter the third period 
trailing 4-0. Dalberth will get his rematch with Robinson following a 2-0 win. 

2010-02-27 10:46:56    Conrad gets stuck in a five point move early in the first period and Gottfried maintains control for 
more back points. It's 7-0 with :26 remaining in the first and a restart coming 

2010-02-27 10:47:18    Kelly almost completes his comeback bid but drops a 6-4 decision and is eliminated. 
2010-02-27 10:52:16    Conrad trails 11-0 after two period and is winded. Greg Shove (North Rose-Wolcott) is wrestling Greg 

Caneparo (Nanuet-1) and leads 3-0 in the second period. 
2010-02-27 10:54:46    Chester Demanchick (Gates-Chili) leads Henry Stauber (John Jay Cross River-1) 4-3 in the third period. 

Bob Dierna (Wayne) is set to begin his semifinal match against Nick Meinsen (John Glenn-11). Wayne 
is looking to return to the finals after missing last year but winning in 2008 

2010-02-27 10:55:55    Conrad loses 13-0. Dierna trails 2-1 and Demanchick has :14 to escape and send his match to overtime. 
2010-02-27 10:57:41    Demanchick can't escape and is eliminated. Shove advances with a 7-3 win. Quinton Murphy (Holley) 

is wrestling Danny Gormley (Bainbridge Guilford/Afton-4). Murphy is the top seed and holds a 2-0 
lead. Dierna is down 4-1 and on bottom in the second period. 

2010-02-27 10:59:05    Dierna escapes and gets a takedown to tie the match. Ben Mowry (Pal-Mac) is wrestling Jacob 
Demmon (Clifton-Fine-10). That match is scoreless after one period. 

2010-02-27 11:00:43    Joe Bonaldi (Greece Olympia) has a 2-0 lead after one period against Kevin Panebianco (Hauppauge-
11). Dierna scores a takedown on the edge to end the second period and leads 6-5 going into the third. 

2010-02-27 11:02:19    CJ Howard (Pittsford) is wrestling James Loomis (Mexico-3) and is trailing 1-0 in the second period. The 
last second takedown by Wayne was reversed. He'll start the third period trailing 6-4 after letting 
Meinsen up. 

2010-02-27 11:03:44    Murphy leads 4-0 in the third. Mowry leads 2-1 after two periods. 
2010-02-27 11:04:28    Dierna knots the matchup on a gritty takedown. It's 6-6 with :30 to go. 
2010-02-27 11:06:09    A stalemate is called with :14 remaining and they restart with Dierna on top. Meinsen nearly gets out 

but Dierna maintains position. Overtime. Bonaldi leads 5-2 in the third period. Mowry up 6-3. Howard 
cannot escape Loomis and drops a tight 1-0 decision. He's eliminated. 

2010-02-27 11:07:16    Dierna's bid to reach the finals comes to a close. He gets taken down in overtime and drops an 8-6 
decision.  

2010-02-27 11:09:17    Mowry and Bonaldi both advance and will find a spot on the podium. Lance Compton (Attica) is 
wrestling Andy Lyman (Ravena Coeymans Selkirk-2)  

2010-02-27 11:11:54    Tory Cain (Wayne) is wrestling Brian Guilfoyle (Corning-4). They're scoreless after one period. 
Compton leads 4-1 after the first period following a pair of takedowns. 

2010-02-27 11:17:11    Cain holds a 2-1 lead with one minute to go in the third period. Compton is up 5-2 with a minute to go 
in his match.  

2010-02-27 11:18:34    Lewis Cucchiara (Gates-Chili) is wrestling Jim Kloc (Iroquois-6) for a spot in the finals. Compton 
advances to the finals with a 5-2 win. He'll wrestle Nick Wilcox (Greene-4) 

2010-02-27 11:19:42    Cain wins 2-1. Cucchiara and Kloc are tied with no score in the first period. 
2010-02-27 11:21:15    Vinnie DiGravio (Wayne) is wrestling Josh Halladay (Johnson City-4). Kloc scores a takedown on 

Cucchiara and leads 2-0 
2010-02-27 11:23:18    Paul Morabito (Spencerport) is wrestling Jacob Beichner (Williamsville East-6). Morabito leads 2-0 

after the first period. Cucchiara trails 2-0 after the first period. DiGravio is on bottom against Halladay 
with no score in the match midway through the second period. 

2010-02-27 11:24:19    DiGravio and Morabito earn escapes. Cucchiara is working from the bottom and Kloc lets him go 
neutral on a restart. 2-1 Kloc, 3-0 DiGravio after a takedown, and 3-0 Morabito. 

2010-02-27 11:29:19    Morabito and DiGravio advance to the podium. Cucchiara trails 3-1 in the third period with :51 
remaining. They're neutral. 

2010-02-27 11:30:16    Steve Dutton (Rocky Point-11) just averted a major, major upset by defeating Dylan Palacio (Long 
Beach-8) in overtime. 

2010-02-27 11:30:59    Cucchiara can't get anything out of his shots and Kloc advances to the finals. 
2010-02-27 11:35:13    Bucky Hendrickson (Letchworth) is wrestling Tyler Peet (Unadilla Valley-4) for a spot in the finals. Peet 



 
 

 

dumps Hendrickson on the edge and picks up two and two. 4-0 with :06. On the restart Peet locks his 
hands and still can't hold Hendrickson down. Hendrickson takes the penalty point and a reversal in the 
final seconds to make the match 4-3 after one period. 

2010-02-27 11:37:33    Peet starts on bottom and on the whistle flips Hendrickson and gets another four point move. He's got 
a strong upperbody and Hendrickson can't get out from under him. Peet picks up three more 
backpoints and leads 11-3 with :08 to go in period two. Injury time for Hendrickson. 

2010-02-27 11:39:52    Hendrickson can't get out in the final seconds this time, but he'll start on bottom here in the third. He 
gets put to his back yet again for a set of two points. 13-3 now, 1:30 remains. 

2010-02-27 11:42:14    Peet wins 13-3. It's now time for Burke Paddock (Warsaw) and Chris Nevinger (Letchworth) to have 
their rematch. 

2010-02-27 11:43:15    Paddock has the green anklet, Nevinger the red- But you can't see that. 
2010-02-27 11:45:05    Joe Inzana (Spencerport) is wrestling Joe Chamish (Jericho-8). He trails 2-1. Nevinger gets a takedown 

on the edge and takes a 2-0 lead into the second period. 
2010-02-27 11:46:07    Paddock escapes and Inzana trails 4-2 after the second period 
2010-02-27 11:56:50    Nevinger and Paddock are pretzel like, but it's Nevinger who gets the advantage and the takedown. 

Inzana gets a takedown to tie the match and Chamish is called for stalling from the bottom. 4-4 :44 to 
go there, Nevinger leads 4-1 in the third and he's on bottom to start 

2010-02-27 11:57:24    Inzana gets reversed and is eliminated. Nevinger gets out, gets a takedown and paddock escapes and 
gets a takedown for himself. Nevinger holds on for an 8-4 win. Tyler Brooks-Lambert (Midlakes) is 
wrestling Derek Wignall (Deposit/Hancock-4) and trails 2-1 after two periods, after he’s given a penalty 
point for an illegal move in the final seconds. 

2010-02-27 11:57:44    Austin Dwyer (Hornell) is wrestling Darin Wignall (Deposit/Hancock-4) for a spot in the finals. Dwyer is 
sporting a Team Gillespie shirt and Gregor Gillespie is in his corner. 

2010-02-27 11:57:56    The internet has disconnected so all of this will come up at once. My apologies, but it’s out of my 
control. Brooks-Lambert reverses Wignall in the final minute to take a 3-2 lead. :42 remains on the 
restart.  

2010-02-27 11:59:13    Neal Vecellio lost to Travis Beayon (Whitehall-2) and has been eliminated. Brooks-Lambert was trying 
too had to hold on and lost his balance on the edge to end up getting reversed. He has :08 to get out 
from under Wignall and send the match to overtime 

2010-02-27 11:59:50    He can't get out and has been eliminated 
2010-02-27 12:02:13    Owen Scott leads 5-2 over Caleb Wallace (Phoenix-3) in the second period. Brandon Mills leads 1-0 

over Jon Treen (Ilion-3) in the second period. Dwyer trails 4-0 to Wignall after a takedown and two 
backpoints 

2010-02-27 12:03:48    Treen reverses Mills but picks up a penalty point and it's 2-2. Scott now leads 7-2. Dwyer gets a point 
for locked hands at the end of the first period and enters the second period trailing 4-1. 

2010-02-27 12:05:01    Mills escapes and leads 3-2 going into the third. Scott leads 9-2 with a minute remaining in the match. 
Wignall has an armbar and collects three points for a nearfall and leads Dwyer 7-1 

2010-02-27 12:06:05    Scott advances to tonight's final with a 14-2 victory. He'll see the winner of Dwyer/Wignall. Wignall 
leads 7-1 with :17 remaining in the second period. Injury time for Wignall. 

2010-02-27 12:06:57    Mills advances with a 6-2 victory. 
2010-02-27 12:09:43    Dwyer trails 7-1 after two periods and starts in neutral. He works on a takedown but finishes out of 

bounds. Restart with 1:30. 
2010-02-27 12:10:24    Dwyer has a takedown and a cradle but Wignall inches out of bounds before backpoints are counted. 

8-3 Wignall with one minute remaining. 
2010-02-27 12:11:42    Zak Griffith (Warsaw) advances by fall in the second period over Sean Heaney (Mattituck-11). I believe 

it was a defensive pin. 
2010-02-27 12:12:16    Wignall is warned for stalling and called again for stalling and it's now 8-4  
2010-02-27 12:12:41    Dwyer can't get deep enough to finish and both Wignall's knock off section five talent.  
2010-02-27 12:13:48    The Mattituck coach is being escoreted from the mat following Griffith's victory. Real controversy over 

there and I think officials have just thrown them out. 
2010-02-27 12:15:55    Brandon Contreras (Penfield) trails Angelo Malvestuto (Niagara Wheatfield-6) 5-0 after one period. 

Craig Scott (Pal-Mac) trails Zach Zupan (Canastota-3) with one minute remaining in the first period, 2-
1, after a takedown. Zupan is aggresively working for takedowns and not letting Scott size him up 

2010-02-27 12:18:54    Sean Baylor (Holley) leads Kris Castro (Putnam Valley-1) 1-0 in the second period. Malvestuto leads 
Contreras 8-0 after two periods. Scott picks up a takedown on the edge after working on it for quite 



 
 

 

some time. Zupan escapes on the restart and they're tied 3-3 with one minute remaining in the second 
period. 

2010-02-27 12:20:46    Baylor takes a 1-0 lead into the third period. Contreras now trails 10-1. Scott earns a takedown and 
holds Zupan down for the duration of the frame to carry a 5-3 lead into the final period. 

2010-02-27 12:22:16    Contreras escapes only to be taken down again, he gets up and gets taken down one last time and 
loses 14-3. Scott starts the third period on bottom. Baylor starts on top, Castro escapes and gets a 
takedown and Baylor trails 3-1. 

2010-02-27 12:23:26    Scott earns a reversal and takes an 8-3 lead with a restart coming, 1:11 remains. Baylor gets up and 
they're neutral with Baylor down, 3-2, with :30 to go. 

2010-02-27 12:24:52    Castro gets another takedown and wins 5-3. Scott advances to the final with an 8-3 victory. 
2010-02-27 12:27:46    Ryan Darch (Batavia) is battling Austyn Hayes (Phoenix-3) in the first period. It's tied 0-0. Mason Judd 

(Pal-Mac) is wrestling Amos Pierrette (Woodlands-1). Kacee Sauer (Holley) defeated Pierrette in the 
quarterfinal round. James Mault (Brockport) trails top seed Kyle Colling (Pioneer) 2-0 in the first 
period.  

2010-02-27 12:29:17    Enzo Zagari (Spencerport) and Connor Horl (Garden City-8) are tied 0-0 in the second period. Zagari is 
on top. Darch trails Hayes 2-1 in the second period. Zagari escapes and takes a 1-0 lead. Colling builds 
his lead to 5-0 on Mault 

2010-02-27 12:31:07    Judd reverses Pierrette in the second period to take a 2-0 lead. Mault is stuck on bottom against 
Colling and was called for stalling. It's 6-0 Colling now, after two periods. 

2010-02-27 12:31:56    Pierrette escapes in the second and again in the third to tie the match.  
2010-02-27 12:32:44    Colling chooses to ride Mault in the third. Zagari and Horl are tied 1-1 with one minute remaining, and 

Darch just escaped Hayes to tie the match at 2-2, with one minute to go in the third period. 
2010-02-27 12:34:25    Mault is tagged for stalling two more times, and loses three points from it. Colling wins 9-0. Judd takes 

a 5-2 lead and lets Pierrette on his feet, making it 5-3, with :20 to go. 
2010-02-27 12:36:21    Overtime between Darch and Hayes. Judd advances with a 5-3 victory. Zagari gets taken down with :03 

remaining, escapes but it doesn't matter. Horl goes to the finals with a 3-2 victory. 
2010-02-27 12:37:59    Kacee Sauer (Holley) is wrestling Don Swansbrough (Candor-4). Sauer is the top seed, Swansbrough 

the 13 seed. Darch and Hayes enter double overtime, with Hayes starting from the bottom. 
2010-02-27 12:38:36    Darch has a half in and rides and rolls out of bounds. :16 remains on the restart. 
2010-02-27 12:39:18    Darch hangs on. He'll have his chance to escape and advance to the finals 
2010-02-27 12:39:58    Darch is out on the whistle. Restart with :25 to go. Sauer and Swansbrough enter the second period 

with no score. 
2010-02-27 12:40:36    Hayes ties up with Darch and Darch's headgear falls off for the third time in the match. :09 remains. 
2010-02-27 12:41:37    Sauer escapes and is warned for stalling. Darch is warned for stalling and there's :05 to go 
2010-02-27 12:42:56    Darch advances to the final with a 3-2 win. He'll see Tyler Beckwith (Greene-4), the top seed, who 

narrowly escaped Jon Glennon (Lansing-4) in his semifinal bout. 
2010-02-27 12:43:34    Swansbrough starts the third period down, and trailing 1-0 to Sauer. 
2010-02-27 12:44:42    Sauer's doing everything he can to hold on, and has succeeded thus far, keeping Swansbrough to the 

mat with under one minute to go. 
2010-02-27 12:46:14    :26 remains on a restart with Sauer still in control. 
2010-02-27 12:46:54    Sauer can't hold on and they'll go to overtime. 
2010-02-27 12:51:12    Nothing in the first overtime, and Sauer holds down Swansbrough in his portion of the double 

overtime. Sauer's turn. 
2010-02-27 12:51:50    Sauer reverses and advances to the finals 
2010-02-27 12:54:36    Brian Hojnoski (Bath-Haverling) is wrestling Jacob Goddeau (Peru-7). Goddeau was a state champion 

last year. This is a consolation semifinal. 
2010-02-27 12:57:20    Jon Casper (LeRoy) is wrestling a semifinal match against Darren Fuller (Governour-10) Casper is the 14 

seed, Fuller the seven. Goddeau and Hojnoski are tied at two after one period. Hojnoski will start in 
control. 

2010-02-27 12:58:20    Casper connects with a takedown and takes a 2-0 lead. 
2010-02-27 12:59:42    Mike Gentilcore (Greece Olympia) trails Luke Alber (Farmingdale-8) 2-0 after one period in a 

consolation semifinal. Hojnoski remains in control with :30 remaining in the second period. Casper 
takes a 2-0 lead into the second and starts on bottom. 

2010-02-27 13:00:34    Casper lets Fuller get high and comes through his legs for a reversal. 4-0. Gentilcore now leads 4-2, and 
Hojnoski rides out Goddeau and goes into the third period starting on bottom. 



 
 

 

2010-02-27 13:01:23    Fuller escapes, 4-1 Casper. 
2010-02-27 13:02:13    Casper hits another takedown on the edge and takes a 6-1 lead, with :20 remaining in the second 

period. 
2010-02-27 13:03:55    Gentilcore starts the third period with a 4-2 lead. Casper with a 6-1 lead, and Hojnoski can't escape 

Goddeau and enters overtime, tied 2-2. 
2010-02-27 13:04:33    Casper and Gentilcore maintain their leads with one minute to go.  
2010-02-27 13:06:28    Alber escapes, takes down Gentilcore and is reversed, giving Gentilcore a 6-5 lead. Casper advances to 

the finals as a 14 seed. Goddeau takes Hojnoski down and sends Hojnoski to the fifth place match. 
Gentilcore maintains control and a one point lead with :15 to go in the period 

2010-02-27 13:07:28    Gentilcore is called for locked hands with :05 to go, Alber has no idea and is upset when the period 
ends. They'll go to overtime tied 6-6 

2010-02-27 13:08:59    Kyle Conrad (Bath-Haverling) is wrestling Colton Perry (Windsor-4). Gentilcore is taken down by Alber 
in the overtime period and will wrestle for fifth place. 

2010-02-27 13:11:07    Section 5 Division Two leads the team competition with 239.5 points. Second place is Section 4, with 
217 points. 

2010-02-27 13:14:41    Conrad enters the second period with no score and in control. Cam Kelly (Pittsford) is wrestling Joe 
Malvestuto (Niagara Wheatfield-6) for the rights to sixth place. Both were eliminated last round but a 
CHSAA wrestler is in the top six and they don't count on the state podium, only the federation podium. 

2010-02-27 13:16:38    Joe Bonaldi (Greece Olympia) is wrestling Jordan Dyer (Chenango Forks-4). Dyer defeated CJ Howard 
(Pittsford) in the quarterfinals. Bonaldi leads 3-1. Conrad is now trailing 7-1 after a four point scream.  

2010-02-27 13:18:36    Dyer escapes Bonaldi and gets a takedown of his own. Bonaldi trails 4-3 with 1:09 to go. Conrad 
escapes and is down 7-2. Kelly leads Malvestuto 1-0 with :20 remaining in the third period. 

2010-02-27 13:19:54    Kelly wins 3-0, Conrad loses 7-2 and Bonaldi is going to overtime with a 4-4 tie. 
2010-02-27 13:24:28    Bob Dierna (Wayne) is wrestling Jason Chudzinski (Colonie-2). Dierna leads 4-1 after one period. CJ 

Howard (Pittsford) is wrestling Kevin Panebianco (Hauppauge-11). Howard is in the same situation his 
teammate Cam Kelly was just in. Joe Bonaldi (Greece Olympia) defeated Panebianco last round. 

2010-02-27 13:26:14    Dierna is up 8-3 after two. Greg Shove (North Rose-Wolcott) is wrestling Andy Lyman (Ravena 
Coeymans Selkirk-2). They're tied 6-6 in the third period with Lyman on bottom. Lyman lost to Lance 
Compton (Attica) in the semis 

2010-02-27 13:28:51    Lewis Cucchiara (Gates-Chili) is wrestling Troy Sampson (Chaminade-C). There is no score in the second 
period. Ben Mowry (Pal-Mac) just pinned Ryan Guynup (Saranac-7) to advance to the third place 
match. Howard is up 9-1. Dierna is up 10-3. Lyman just escaped from Shove with :20 to go and holds 
on to win the match. Shove will wrestle for fifth place. 

2010-02-27 13:30:30    Cucchiara now leads 7-2 in the third. Dierna wins 10-7 and Howard wins. 
2010-02-27 13:33:21    Vinnie DiGravio (Wayne)is wrestling Mitchell Wightman (Warwick Valley-9) Tory Cain (Wayne) is 

wrestling Dylan Palacio (Long Beach-8) Paul Morabito (Spencerport) is wrestling Ryan Tompkins 
(Beacon-1). Tompkins defeated DiGravio in the quarterfinals. Bucky Hendrickson (Letchworth) is 
wrestling Kris Shirley (Sandy Creek-3). Cucchiara wins. 

2010-02-27 13:34:13    Cain, Morabito and DiGravio wrestle scoreless first periods. Hendrickson leads 10-0 after two periods. 
2010-02-27 13:37:06    Cain trails Palacio 4-2 after two periods. Hendrickson wins 14-4 and DiGravio enters the third period 

with no score and starting from bottom. He reverses and takes a 2-0 lead.  
2010-02-27 13:38:00    Morabito can't escape Tompkins in the second period and is tied 0-0 after two periods.  
2010-02-27 13:39:39    Burke Paddock (Warsaw) is wrestling Tyler Button (Phoenix-3). Morabito trails 1-0 in the third and 

DiGravio leads 4-2 in the third after a takedown. Cain trails 4-3 
2010-02-27 13:41:41    Cain can't get his head free on a last second takedown attempt and will lose, 4-3. Tompkins takes 

down Morabito and leads 3-0. DiGravio advances with a 6-4 win, and Morabito runs out of injury time, 
defaulting to Tompkins. 

2010-02-27 13:43:05    Austin Dwyer (Hornell) is wrestling Tristan Hamner (Medina-6) and leads 1-0 in the third after escaping 
to start the period. Paddock couldn't escape in the second period and is tied 0-0 going into the third. 

2010-02-27 13:44:49    Button escapes with a minute to go. Dwyer and Hamner dance back and forth and go out of bounds 
with :17 to go.  

2010-02-27 13:45:14    Button warned for stalling, Dwyer wins 1-0. 
2010-02-27 13:45:43    Paddock loses, 1-0 
2010-02-27 13:47:35    Brandon Mills (Canisteo-Greenwood) is wrestling Austyn Hayes (Phoenix). Hayes lost to Ryan Darch 

(Batavia) in the semifinals. 



 
 

 

2010-02-27 13:52:07    Mills is taken down in the first, sent to his back in the second. 4-1 with a minute left in period two. 
Mills reverses on a restart and there's a stoppage for blood time. 

2010-02-27 13:55:17    Mills puts Hayes in a figure four. That's not allowed. Penalty point for Hayes and he has a 5-3 lead after 
two periods. 

2010-02-27 13:57:54    Zak Griffith (Warsaw) is wrestling Chris Mitchell (Frewsburg-6). Hayes reverses Mills and has him on his 
back. Mills trails 10-3. Griffith enters the second period tied with no score. 

2010-02-27 13:59:16    Hayes wins 12-5, Mills will wrestle for fifth. 
2010-02-27 14:02:11    Griffith leads 2-0 after the second period and starts the third period on bottom. Mason Judd (Pal-Mac) 

is wrestling Marty Cole (Delhi-4). Griffith escapes on an optional start for a 4-0 lead. James Mault 
(Brockport) is wrestling Dave Ng (Plainedge-8). 

2010-02-27 14:03:34    Griffith is taken down but escapes and wins,4-2, but not before being called for stalling. He'll wrestle 
for third place. 

2010-02-27 14:05:14    Enzo Zagari (Spencerport) is wrestling Steve Provenzano (Islip-11). Mault defeated Provenazno in the 
quarterfinals. Mault leads 1-0 after escaping in the second period. Judd takes a 1-0 lead into the third. 
Zagari gets taken down early and trails 2-0 

2010-02-27 14:07:20    Ng hits a takedown on the edge with time expiring in the second period. Judd and Cole are going to 
overtime, and Zagari trails 2-1 after the first period. 

2010-02-27 14:09:24    Ng escapes for a 3-1 lead. Double overtime between Judd and Cole, and Zagari escapes to tie the 
match early in the second period. 

2010-02-27 14:10:28    Ng corrals the leg of Mault for another takedown. Mault escapes to make the score 5-2 and Ng is 
called for stalling, but it won't make a difference. Ng wins 5-2.  

2010-02-27 14:11:06    Cole reverses Judd in his portion of double overtime. Judd has :06 to escape. He can't do it, and Judd 
will start on neutral 

2010-02-27 14:13:32    Zagari finds himself down 6-3 to start the third period and Brandon Contreras trails Jake Smith 
(Smithtown West-11) in the second following Smith's escape. Contreras secures a takedown for a 3-2 
lead. Cole drops Judd for a takedown and wins 5-3. 

2010-02-27 14:15:32    Smith reverses Contreras and Provenzano escapes from Zagari. Provenzano wins 7-3. 
2010-02-27 14:16:03    Contreras escapes and takes down Smith for a 5-3 lead with :33 to go. 
2010-02-27 14:17:22    Contreras wins, 5-3 and will wrestle for third. 
2010-02-27 14:18:44    Consolation Finals are set to begin, and Brian Hojnoski (Bath-Haverling) will go for fifth place against 

Jimmy Kyrekeades (Dobbs Ferry-1). Kyrekeades defated Hojnoski 7-6 in the quarterfinals. 
2010-02-27 14:20:59    Hojnoski escapes in the second period but is taken down shortly after. He's out again however, and it's 

2-2 with :40 to go in the period. 
2010-02-27 14:24:38    Hojnoski has maintained control of Kyrekeades for half of the third period thus far. He was just called 

for something, but I didn't see what, as the referee was in my sight line. 3-2 Kyrekeades, with Hojnoski 
still on top. 

2010-02-27 14:25:54    Hojnoski turns Kyrekeades for two points and takes a 4-3 lead late in the third period. After a couple 
restarts :13 remains for Kyrekeades to escape. 

2010-02-27 14:26:26    Kyrekeades breaks free but Hojnoski maintains control of his left leg and secures a fifth place finish. 
2010-02-27 14:29:13    Kyle Conrad (Bath-Haverling) is wrestling for fifth place against Austin Fuller (Governour-10). Conrad 

was taken down at the end of the period and starts the second period on top. 
2010-02-27 14:31:17    Mike Gentilcore is wrestling Alex Gomez (Brentwood-11) for fifth place. Gomez leads 4-0 after a 

takedown and two back points in the first period. Conrad was just hit for his second penalty point for 
an illegal move. He's still on top and now trails 4-0 

2010-02-27 14:34:36    Conrad starts the third period in neutral and gets taken down. Gomez is on bottom against Gentilcore 
and escapes with :02 remaining. Gomez leads 5-0 after two periods. 

2010-02-27 14:36:56    Conrad loses, 8-5. Gentilcore loses, 11-2. Both take sixth place at 119-pounds. 
2010-02-27 14:38:45    Greg Shove (North Rose-Wolcott) is wrestling Justin Wagner (Alden-6) for sixth place. Wagner gets a 

takedown midway through the first period but can't keep Shove down for the duration of the period. 
Shove trails 2-1 after the first period. 

2010-02-27 14:41:28    Bob Dierna (Wayne) is wrestling Casey Lanave (Chenango Forks-4) for third place. Shove and Wagner 
are tied 2-2 after two periods. 

2010-02-27 14:43:13    Dierna starts the second period on top, Shove starts the third one top. Both matches are tied. Lanave 
escapes and Dierna calls injury time. Shove is still in control of Wagner 

2010-02-27 14:45:33    Bucky Hendrickson (Letchworth) is wrestling Devin Kramer (Medina-6) for third place. Shove can't hold 



 
 

 

down Wagner and he escapes with :38 to go. Dierna trails Lanave after two periods, 1-0.  
2010-02-27 14:48:17    Shove loses, 3-2, and takes sixth place. Dierna escapes and knots the score. Down 4-2, Hendrickson 

hits a five point move in the second period to take a 7-4 lead with 1:20 to go. 
2010-02-27 14:49:23    Dierna is sent to his back for a five point move by Lanave but escapes. He's down 7-3. He gets a 

takedown and cuts Lanave to make it 8-5. He gets one more takedown but that's not good enough for 
third place. He loses 8-7 and takes fourth. 

2010-02-27 14:50:24    Ben Mowry (Pal-Mac) is wrestling Casey Billyard (Frewsburg-6). He leads 2-0 in the first period. 
2010-02-27 14:52:00    Joe Bonaldi (Greece Olympia) is wrestling John Belanger (Shenendehowa-2) for third place. They're 

scoreless after one period. Mowry starts the second period on top and ahead 2-0. Hendrickson is on 
bottom with a 7-4 lead in the third period. 

2010-02-27 14:54:09    Tory Cain (Wayne) is wrestling Troy Sampson (Chaminade-C) for fifth place. He's down 2-0 in the 
second period. Mowry leads 4-1 after the second period, and Hendrickson wins third place, 12-8 

2010-02-27 14:56:44    Bonaldi trails 2-1 after two periods. Lewis Cucchiara wins third place, defeating Dylan Palacio (Long 
Beach-8). Palacio defeated Cain in the consolation semifinal. Bonaldi is down 6-3 with one minute 
remaining 

2010-02-27 15:16:14    Mowry takes third with a 4-1 victory over Billyard, who defeated him in the quarterfinals. Bonaldi 
drops an 8-4 decision and takes fourth place. Cain takes sixth, dropping a 2-1 decision to Sampson. 

2010-02-27 15:16:25    The server is down this time, not the internet. Burke Paddock (Warsaw) leads Tyler Sirota (Canastota-
3), 5-0 in the third period. Austin Dwyer (Hornell) trails Caleb Wallace (Phoenix-3) 4-0 after two 
periods. Wallace lost to Owen Scott in the semifinals. 

2010-02-27 15:16:41    Paddock collects a 10-2 victory and fifth place. Dwyer trails 8-3 with one minute to go. He’ll take fourth 
place following an 11-7 loss.  

2010-02-27 15:17:01    Brandon Mills (Canisteo-Greenwood) lost to Zach Diekel (Whitehall-2) and takes sixth place. 
2010-02-27 15:17:10    Zak Griffith (Warsaw) is wrestling Vincent Gallo (Schalmont-2) for third place. Griffith attacks early and 

scores a takedown and two backpoints to start the first period. 
2010-02-27 15:18:46    Griffith leads 13-7 in the third period. 
2010-02-27 15:19:18    Brandon Contreras (Penfield) is wrestling Mike McGrath (Kingston-9)for third place. 
2010-02-27 15:21:11    Griffith takes third with a 16-7 victory. Contreras trails 1-0 midway through the second period. 
2010-02-27 15:22:49    Contreras connects a takedown for two, McGrath escapes to tie the match and that's how the second 

period ends; 2-2. 
2010-02-27 15:24:24    Mason Judd is wrestling Sam Chase (Mechanicville-2). Judd lost a 4-3 decision to Chase in the 

preliminary round yesterday. 
2010-02-27 15:24:58    Contreras leads 5-3 in the third period after an escape and takedown followed by McGrath's escape. 

Judd and Chase are scoreless in the second period. 
2010-02-27 15:25:53    McGrath picks up a point for stalling but runs out of time. Contreras earns third place with a 5-4 win. 
2010-02-27 15:30:15    Judd and Chase both escape from each other and the score is tied 1-1 going into overtime. 
2010-02-27 15:31:42    Judd will start double overtime on bottom. 
2010-02-27 15:32:42    Judd escapes and will have to hold down Chase for :30 to avoid the ultimate overtime. 
2010-02-27 15:34:12    Judd holds down Chase and claims fifth place.  
2010-02-27 15:35:55    That wraps up the consolation finals. 60 wrestlers remain in the bracket, and all will place top two in 

their bracket. Finals will begin at 6:00 p.m. I'll be back around 5:00 p.m. to prepare for the finals. 
Section Five will be well represented, so check back and "watch" our finalists battle for first place. 

2010-02-27 17:06:16    Welcome back to the 2010 NYS Wrestling Championships. 
2010-02-27 17:09:36    Sixth Place Finishers from Section 5: 

Mike Gentilcore (Greece Olympia), 119 
Kyle Conrad (Bath-Haverling), 119 
Greg Shove (North Rose-Wolcott), 130 
Tory Cain (Wayne), 140 
Brandon Mills (Canisteo-Greenwood), 171 

2010-02-27 17:10:42    Fifth Place Finishers from Section 5: 
Brian Hojnoski (Bath-Haverling), 103 
Burke Paddock (Warsaw), 145 
Mason Judd (Pal-Mac), 285 

2010-02-27 17:11:51    Fourth Place Finishers from Section 5:  
Bob Dierna (Wayne), 130 



 
 

 

Joe Bonaldi (Greece Olympia), 135 
2010-02-27 17:20:51    Third Place Finishers from Section 5: 

Ben Mowry (Pal-Mac), 135 
Lewis Cucchiara (Gates-Chili), 140 
Bucky Hendrickson (Letchworth), 140 
Vinnie DiGravio (Wayne), 145 
Brandon Contreras (Penfield), 189 
Zak Griffith (Warsaw), 189 

2010-02-27 17:21:06    Place Finishers that took a forfeit in their placement match: 
Paul Morabito (Spencerport), 145-6th 
James Mault (Brockport), 285-5th 
Enzo Zagari (Spencerport), 285-6th 

2010-02-27 17:23:27    Finalists for Section Five Division One: 
Al Dierna-103. Dierna will be wrestling Joe Barbato (Wantagh-8). Barbato is the eight seed, Dierna the 
two.  

2010-02-27 17:32:55    Finalists for Section Five Division Two: 
Austin Keough-103. Keough will be wrestling Abdulgawi Mohamed (Lackawanna-6). Keough is the #1 
seed, Mohamed the #3. 
Colton Dalberth-112. Dalberth will be wrestling Arik Robinson (Peru-7). Dalberth is the #2 seed, 
Robinson the #1 and two-time defending state champion. 
Quinton Murphy-125. Murphy will be wrestling Sean Hanson (South Jefferson-3). Murphy is a former 
state champion (2008) and the top seed. Hanson is the #2 seed. 
Lance Compton-130. Compton will be wrestling Nick Wilcox (Greene-4). Compton is the #2 seed, 
Wilcox the #1 seed and two time champion. 
Chris Nevinger-145. Nevinger will be wrestling Josh Manuel (Tioga-4). Nevinger is the top seed, 
Manuel is the #3 seed. 
Owen Scott-152. Scott will be wrestling Darin Wignall (Deposit/Hancock-4). Scott is the #2 seed, 
Wignall the #5. 
Craig Scott-160. Scott will be wrestling Nick Lalone (Cato Meridian-3). Scott is the #1 seed, Lalone the 
#3. 
Ryan Darch-171. Darch will be wrestling Tyler Beckwith (Greene-4). Darch is the #2 seed, Beckwith the 
#1. 
Kacee Sauer-285. Sauer will be wrestling Aaron Kroll (Gowanda-6). Sauer is the #1 seed, Kroll the #6. 

2010-02-27 17:36:46    Al Dierna is looking to win his first state title. After not placing last year, he'll go to battle with Barbato, 
who placed 6th last year. Barbato pinned Dierna in the quarterfinals of the 2009 tournament. 

2010-02-27 17:38:06    Austin Keough has reached the state tournament the last three years. This is the first year he will 
place. This is Abdulgawi's first state tournament. 

2010-02-27 17:39:00    Colton Dalberth is looking to avenge defeat from last year's state final loss to Robinson. Robinson is a 
two time champion and defeated Dalberth in the finals last year, 4-0. 

2010-02-27 17:40:02    Quinton Murphy is looking to pick up his second state championship. Sean Hanson placed third at 125 
last year.  

2010-02-27 17:41:05    Lance Compton will have to get through Wilcox for his first state title. Wilcox is on the verge of a third 
state championship. 

2010-02-27 17:42:18    Chris Nevinger will look to add a third state title to the Nevinger name in recent years. Brother Mike 
took two state titles and finished second last year. His opponent, Manuel, reached states last year but 
failed to place. 

2010-02-27 17:43:31    The Scott twins are looking to improve from their finishes last year. Owen took fourth last year. Craig 
was runner-up to Kenny Betts (Fredonia-6).  

2010-02-27 17:44:32    Ryan Darch took third last year. In order to take home a state crown he'll have to knock off defending 
state champion Beckwith. 

2010-02-27 17:45:33    Kacee Sauer reached states last year but failed to place. His opponent, Kroll, also reached states and 
failed to place. 

2010-02-27 17:51:50    Palmyra-Macedon is being recognized as the Division II Team Champions for NYS. They sent six 
individuals to the tournament this year.  
Taylor Jones - 96 (DNP) 



 
 

 

Jeff O'Lena - 103 (DNP) 
Ben Mowry - 135 (3rd) 
Owen Scott - 152 (FINALIST) 
Craig Scott - 160 (FINALIST) 
Mason Judd - 285 (5th) 

2010-02-27 17:55:09    John Glenn from Section 11 was recognized as Division I Team Champions, ending a string of accolades 
for Spencerport. 

2010-02-27 18:01:35    Pat Reilly, former coach of Amsterdam, is being inducted into the Hall of Fame. 
2010-02-27 18:03:02    Reilly retired in 1993. 
2010-02-27 18:08:30    Section Five is fourth in the Division One team scores with 127.5 points. Ahead of them is Section Six 

(128.5) Eight (188.0) and 11 (246.0). 
 
Section Five is first in the Division Two team scores with 264.5 points. The next three behind them are 
Four (247.0)Three (219.0) and Six (154.0) 

2010-02-27 18:14:04    A name I omitted from the finalist list.  
 
Jon Casper-215. Casper will be wrestling Nick Gwiazdowski (Duanesburg-2). I apologize for missing his 
name, as I forgot to fill in the 215 pound bracket on both sides. Casper came into the tournament as 
the #13 seed and knocked off the #4, #6 and #10 seeds. In order to win a state crown he'll have to 
defeat Gwiazdowski, the #1 seed. He placed third in last year's tournament. 

2010-02-27 18:24:37    Finals are set to begin. Division One final- 37-1 Eric Lewandowski from (Lancaster) and 32-0 Mark West 
(Hauppage). 
 
Division Two final- 7th grade Tristan Rifanburg, 34-1 (Norwich) and Freshman Drew Longo, 32-3 
(Ardsley) 

2010-02-27 18:25:09    Ardley scores the first points of the finals with a takedown. Rifanburg escapes and they restart with 
:46 on the clock.  

2010-02-27 18:25:53    Rifanburg is the #3 seed, Longo the #8. In Division One, West is the #1 while Lewandowski is the #6. 
2010-02-27 18:26:26    2-1 Longo after the first. no score on the Division One mat 
2010-02-27 18:26:44    Longo starts down. Lewandowski starts down. 
2010-02-27 18:27:36    Rifanburg gets a set of backpoints to take the lead. Lewandowski nearly reverses it but escapes 

instead. 
2010-02-27 18:28:49    More backpoints for Rifanburg. He leads 6-2 on a restart with :14 remaining.  
2010-02-27 18:29:16    Lewandowski takes a 1-0 lead into the third period. 
2010-02-27 18:29:41    West reverses on the whistle to take a 2-1 lead. Rifanburg starts the third period on top 
2010-02-27 18:30:32    Two more for Rifanburg. Longo works out of it for a reversal to make the score 8-4. One minute 

remains there. Blood time for Lewandowski and West. West still leads 2-1 
2010-02-27 18:31:13    Rifanburg reverses Longo time. :30 to go 
2010-02-27 18:31:45    Longo scores a reversal as time expires but it won't be enough. Rifanburg wins 10-6 and wins the 96 

pound championship as a 7th grader. 
2010-02-27 18:32:43    West hangs onto Lewandowski for dear life and doesn't let him go through his legs. West wins the 

Division one title 
2010-02-27 18:33:55    42-1 Abdulgawi Mohamed, Lackawanna and 50-2 Austin Keough, Warsaw 

38-2 Al Dierna, Wayne and 35-3 Joe Barbato, Wantagh 
2010-02-27 18:34:44    Barbato gets in on a shot and connects for a takedown in the center of the mat, 2-0 Barbato. Keough is 

trying to drive his head into Mohamed to turn him but can't. Restart 
2010-02-27 18:36:27    Dierna reverses Barbato at the buzzer to tie the score 2-2. Mohamed slides under Keough and 

completes a takedown for a 2-0 lead after one period. Injury time for Keough.  
2010-02-27 18:37:36    Dierna was almost in trouble on top but gathers himself and puts Barbato to his back for two points.  
2010-02-27 18:38:14    Stalemate for Dierna and Barbato. Keough begins the second period on bottom. 
2010-02-27 18:39:43    Dierna is wearing his Wayne singlet rather than the purple Section Five singlet. He takes a 6-2 lead into 

the third period, and is warned for stalling. Keough unable to do anything with Mohamed on top of 
him  

2010-02-27 18:40:23    Dierna turns Barbato for a set of points. Keough and Mohamed begin in neutral for the third period. 
2010-02-27 18:40:44    Mohamed hits a takedown to take a 4-0 lead. Dierna leads 9-2 with one minute remaining. 



 
 

 

2010-02-27 18:42:02    Al Dierna continues the string of state champions from Wayne with a 9-2 victory.  
2010-02-27 18:44:07    Keough gets out with under :05 to go but that won't get it done. Abdulgawi Mohamed defeats Keough 

4-1 for the championship. 
2010-02-27 18:45:27    All Section 11 final on Mat 1. Nigel McNeil, Huntington and Malik Rasheed Longwood. I don't know 

who is who.  
 
Colton Dalberth 52-0, Marion and 40-2 Arik Robinson, Peru 

2010-02-27 18:46:05    Robinson secures a takedown early and Dalberth is in a 2-0 hole. Potentially dangerous whistle causes 
a restart. 

2010-02-27 18:47:13    Robinson in deep on a half and Dalberth is saved by his never ending blood flow. Green anklet leads on 
mat 1, 2-0. 

2010-02-27 18:49:46    Robinson gets three backpoints and is called for potentially dangerous. More blood time. 
2010-02-27 18:51:47    Out of bounds. More blood time for Dalberth. Gregor Gillespie is in his corner. Green anklet maintains 

a 2-0 lead with one minute left in period two on mat 1 
2010-02-27 18:53:11    Neutral to begin the second period. Robinson works on a takedown and completes it. 7-0 
2010-02-27 18:53:57    Potentially dangerous again. Blood time again. 
2010-02-27 18:55:27    Dalberth earns an escape with :30 to go in the period. 
2010-02-27 18:56:10    7-1 Robinson after two periods. 8-1 green anklet with :40 left in the third period on mat 1. 
2010-02-27 18:56:40    Dalberth escapes early in the third. 7-2 
2010-02-27 18:57:39    Robinson gets another take down to make it 9-2.  
2010-02-27 18:59:07    Arik Robinson wins for the third time, this time a 9-2 victory. 
2010-02-27 19:00:40    36-2 Grant Greene, St. Anthony's and Damon McQueen, Huntington. 

47-1 Kyle Crisafulli, Phoenix and 42-0 Penn Gottfried, Ardsley 
2010-02-27 19:01:07    Grant Greene out to an early 4-1 lead.  
2010-02-27 19:02:42    Greene leads 4-2 after the first period. No score after one between Gottfried and Crisafulli 
2010-02-27 19:05:49    Greene escapes in the second period and gets a takedown to make it 7-2. McQueen reverses it but 

can't get backpoints as time expires. 7-4 Greene after two. Still no score between Gottfried and 
Crisafulli. Crisafulli is on top, riding Gottfried.  

2010-02-27 19:06:06    Gottfried gets to his feet but Crisafulli controls him and the second period ends with no score. 
2010-02-27 19:06:19    McQueen escapes to start the third and it's 7-5 
2010-02-27 19:07:13    Crisafulli escapes and makes it 1-0. Still neutral between Greene and McQueen with a minute to go, 

but McQueen takes hold of Greene and puts him to the mat to even the score. 
2010-02-27 19:08:13    :16 and a restart for McQueen and Greene. Injury time for Greene after a potentially dangerous call.  
2010-02-27 19:09:42    Overtime. Greene tries to roll through unsuccessfully. Gottfried converts a takedown with :10 to go 

and holds on to win the match. McQueen goes in on a shot immediately on the whistle, connects, puts 
Greene to the mat, gets his head out and earns the takedown and the state championship. 

2010-02-27 19:11:18    38-0 Nick Arujau, Syosset and 33-1 Justis Flamio, Mahopac 
 
Arujau is a four time finalist. 
 
49-0 Sean Hanson, South Jefferson and 58-1 Quinton Murphy, Holley 
 
Murphy is a three time finalist. 

2010-02-27 19:11:59    Hanson takes the first shot, well defended by Murphy who turns it into a takedown of his own. 
Backpoints coming. 

2010-02-27 19:12:46    Murphy still sporting the purple hair, but not the purple singlet. He opts for his Holley white. 
2010-02-27 19:13:02    2-0 Arujau, 5-0 Murphy 
2010-02-27 19:13:57    Arujau gets two backpoints, Murphy gets three more. 4-0 Arujau after one, 8-0 Murphy after one. 
2010-02-27 19:14:44    Murphy had Hanson in a predicament but was too high and Hanson rolls out for a reversal. Murphy 

amends the error and reverses him. 10-2 
2010-02-27 19:16:29    10-2 Murphy after two. 
2010-02-27 19:18:01    Arujau leads 6-3 after two periods. Make it 7-3 on the escape. Murphy leads 12-2 with one minute to 

go. 
2010-02-27 19:18:56    Murphy gets two more points and leads 14-2 with :08 to go. 
2010-02-27 19:20:07    Murphy wins his second championship in three tries, 14-2. Nick Arujau wins 7-5. Tears of joy from 



 
 

 

Murphy 
2010-02-27 19:33:56    The awards presentation continues from 96-125. After conclusion Lance Compton will try to pull an 

upset on Nick Wilcox 
2010-02-27 19:35:32    On the DI end, Nick Meinsen will wrestle Taylor Laraia 
2010-02-27 19:36:28    41-0 Nick Meinsen, John Glenn and 50-1 Taylor Laraia, Newburgh  

45-2 Nick Wilcox, Greene and 49-3 Lance Compton, Attica 
2010-02-27 19:37:10    Meinsen completes a takedown to take an early lead. Compton falls on Wilcox on the edge but they're 

out of bounds 
2010-02-27 19:38:08    Compton earns a takedown and Wilcox works for the escape to make it 2-1. 
2010-02-27 19:39:17    Wilcox grabs hold of Compton's leg on the edge and reels him in for the takedown. Restart, 3-2 Wilcox 

after the first period. 
2010-02-27 19:40:33    Meinsen is on top and leading 4-0.  
2010-02-27 19:41:19    Compton is stuck under Wilcox and can't do much. Stalemate. 
2010-02-27 19:42:29    Wilcox leads 3-2 after two periods, successfully riding out Compton in the second. 
2010-02-27 19:42:37    Meinsen leads 4-0 after two. 
2010-02-27 19:44:00    Wilcox escapes and scores a takedown to make it 6-2. He's in search of a third state championship. 
2010-02-27 19:44:52    Meinsen secures a takedown and a state title with a 6-0 victory. 
2010-02-27 19:45:45    Wilcox wins, 6-2. 
2010-02-27 19:48:25    38-0 Andrew Lenzi, Fordham Prep and 55-1 Cody Ruggirello, Valley Central 

 
Lenzi is ranked fifth nationally. 
 
43-0 Derek Pfluger, Sandy Creek and 35-6 Devin Soper, Waverly 

2010-02-27 19:49:09    Pfluger scores a takedown in the first. Blood time for Ruggirello. 0-0 in that match 
2010-02-27 19:50:19    Scoreless after the first between Lenzi and Ruggirello. Pfluger leads 2-0 after one and starts on bottom 

against Soper. 
2010-02-27 19:51:12    Pfluger reverses Soper and makes it 4-0. Lenzi is on top in the second with one minute remaining. 
2010-02-27 19:52:15    Soper nearly counters with a reversal of his own but Pfluger stays strong. 4-0 after two. Lenzi 

maintains control and a stalemate is called. :13 to go, 0-0 
2010-02-27 19:53:08    Pfluger picks up two more to make it 6-0. Lenzi is on bottom to begin the third period with no score in 

the match 
2010-02-27 19:54:26    Ruggirello continues to ride Lenzi. Pfluger puts Soper on his back and seals the match with three back 

points.  
2010-02-27 19:54:39    Pfluger wins 9-0. 
2010-02-27 19:55:11    Lenzi is still not out, with :40 to go. 
2010-02-27 19:55:58    Lenzi completes a reversal with :12 to go and will win the match and the state championship, 2-0. 
2010-02-27 19:57:47    36-5 Tyler Peet, Unadilla Valley and 47-1 Derak Heyman, Tioga 

48-1 Jim Kloc, Iroquois and 48-0 Steve Dutton, Rocky Point 
2010-02-27 19:58:05    Dutton scores a takedown to take the lead 
2010-02-27 19:58:15    Kloc escapes on a restart 
2010-02-27 19:59:16    Heyman warned for stalling 
2010-02-27 19:59:25    Dutton takedown to make it 4-1 
2010-02-27 20:00:11    Scoreless after the first period between Heyman and Peet. 
2010-02-27 20:00:38    Dutton picks up a set of backpoints to make it 6-1 after the first period. 
2010-02-27 20:01:29    Heyman picks up a takedown from neutral to make it 2-0. Dutton escapes, 7-1 
2010-02-27 20:02:45    Dutton continues to control the match, scoring a takedown and nearfall, 11-1. Peet picks up a point for 

stalling, 2-1 Heyman 
2010-02-27 20:03:50    Dutton leads 11-1 after two, Heyman leads 2-1 after two. 
2010-02-27 20:05:34    Heyman escapes, Peet scores a takedown to tie the match and Heyman gets out again to make it 4-3. 

One minute remains. 
2010-02-27 20:06:58    Dutton wins by tech, 16-1 at the buzzer. 
2010-02-27 20:07:40    Peet scrambles for a takedown with :12 remaining, Heyman reverses it with :04 to go and wins the 

state title, 6-5. 
2010-02-27 20:11:16    34-0 Andy Rodriguez, Central Islip and 61-3 Tony Carlo, Monsignor Farrell 

41-0 Chris Nevinger, Letchworth and 47-4 Josh Manuel, Tioga 



 
 

 

2010-02-27 20:12:23    Manuel scores a takedown in the first period. Nevinger will take bottom to begin the second. 
2010-02-27 20:14:02    1-0 Carlo following an escape in the second period. Nevinger still trying to break free from Manuel in 

the second, under a minute to go 
2010-02-27 20:15:46    Nevinger can't get out and starts the third on top. He's down 2-0. Carlo and Rodriguez are tied 1-1 in 

the third after matching escapes. 
2010-02-27 20:16:42    Manuel warned for stalling 
2010-02-27 20:17:09    Nevinger has Manuel in a cradle, we'll see if he can turn him 
2010-02-27 20:17:19    He's got at least two, under :30. 
2010-02-27 20:18:02    He picks up three points but loses his grip, Manuel escapes and they're headed to overtime. Rodriguez 

and Carlo are in overtime as well. 
2010-02-27 20:18:40    Carlo and Rodriguez enter double overtime, Carlo starts on bottom. 
2010-02-27 20:19:07    Nevinger sprawls to defend a shot and blocks Manuel off. Double overtime. 
2010-02-27 20:19:37    Carlo escapes to make it 2-1. If he holds down Rodriguez, he wins. Manuel starts on bottom for double 

overtime 
2010-02-27 20:19:54    Nevinger warned for stalling 
2010-02-27 20:20:26    Nevinger holds down Manuel. If he gets out the lead is his.  
2010-02-27 20:20:50    Rodriguez escapes as time expires to send the match into ultimate overtime. 
2010-02-27 20:21:22    Nevinger escapes and drops Manuel to his back. Chris Nevinger, 2010 state champion. 
2010-02-27 20:21:40    Carlo is on bottom in ultimate overtime. If he gets out he wins, if he doesn't Rodriguez wins 
2010-02-27 20:21:58    Two stalemates within :20. :10 to go. 
2010-02-27 20:22:31    Rodriguez holds down Carlo and wins in ultimate overtime 
2010-02-27 20:24:54    47-0 Darin Wignall, Deposit/Hancock and 42-3 Owen Scott, Pal-Mac 

36-1 Kyle Wade, Islip and 41-0 Giuseppi Lanzi, Amsterdam 
 
Lanzi is ranked 24th in the nation 

2010-02-27 20:25:05    Scott hits a takedown and leads early in the first period. 
2010-02-27 20:25:36    Lanzi hits a takedown while Wignall escapes 
2010-02-27 20:25:46    Wade reverses Lanzi 
2010-02-27 20:26:21    Lanzi wrenches and flips Wade, reversal and two backpoints. 
2010-02-27 20:26:28    Scott scores another takedown 
2010-02-27 20:26:42    Lanzi 6-2 after the first, Scott 4-1 after the first 
2010-02-27 20:27:41    Wade starts on bottom and reverses Lanzi, 6-4. Wignall escapes Scott, 4-2. 
2010-02-27 20:28:24    Scott with another takedown, Lanzi with an escape. 
2010-02-27 20:29:38    Scott earns backpoints, as does Lanzi. Scott leads 8-2 after two periods, Lanzi, 11-4 
2010-02-27 20:32:13    Lanzi reverses Wade to make it 13-5 with one minute to go. Scott leads 8-2 and there's a stoppage for 

blood 
2010-02-27 20:33:14    Wade escapes, :28 remaining on a restart and Lanzi leads 13-6. 
2010-02-27 20:33:27    Under a minute to go now with Scott ahead 9-2 
2010-02-27 20:34:03    Lanzi wins 13-6. 
2010-02-27 20:34:32    Scott is State Champion at 152 with a takedown to put the icing on the cake, 11-2.  
2010-02-27 20:35:09    Awards presentation from 130-152 now. 
2010-02-27 20:51:49    42-1 Anthony Volpe, Rocky Point and 37-4 Lou Puca, Huntington 

42-1 Craig Scott, Pal Mac and 38-3 Nick Lalone, Cato Meridian 
2010-02-27 20:53:24    Both on Mat 1 are in Suffolk County singlets, I don't know who is who. Scott and Lalone scoreless after 

the first period 
2010-02-27 20:55:20    Scott heavy on top, each time they restart Lalone tries to get out and Scott drives him out. The third 

time's the charm, and Lalone gets out. 1-0 
2010-02-27 20:55:29    Scoreless first period on mat 1 
2010-02-27 20:57:38    4-0 red anklet on mat 1. Scott enters the third period down, 1-0. 
2010-02-27 20:58:10    Scott's out after a peel and tied 1-1 with 1:50 to go. Neutral. 
2010-02-27 20:59:58    7-2 red 
2010-02-27 21:00:22    Scott and Lalone remain neutral with under a minute to go in the period. Score remains knotted 1-1 
2010-02-27 21:01:14    Overtime for Scott 
2010-02-27 21:02:36    Even shots and defense in the first overtime. No scoring. 1-1, double overtime. 
2010-02-27 21:02:48    Volpe wins 11-4 on mat 1 



 
 

 

2010-02-27 21:03:07    Scott starts on bottom 
2010-02-27 21:03:42    He's out immediately and has a chance to secure two state titles for Pal-Mac and the Scott family if he 

can hold down Lalone. 
2010-02-27 21:04:24    Lalone nearly reverses off the whistle but Scott gathers his bearings, acquires backpoints and locks up 

a state championship.  
2010-02-27 21:04:39    Craig Scott, State Champion, 5-1 in double overtime. 
2010-02-27 21:06:05    45-1 Billy Coggins, Rocky Point and 32-1 Joe Kavanagh, Wantagh 

44-0 Tyler Beckwith, Greene and 43-0 Ryan Darch, Batavia 
2010-02-27 21:07:31    Quick work made on mat 2. Beckwith pins Darch in :36.  
2010-02-27 21:08:35    Ken Darch is livid, claiming his son wasn't pinned. He argues the call, says something the referee 

disagrees with, and contact may have been made, as he's being escorted off the floor. 
2010-02-27 21:09:17    No score after one period on mat 1. Nearly a takedown at the end of the period, but not in time. 

Coggins escapes in the second and it's 1-0. 
2010-02-27 21:12:41    Kavanagh escapes in the third to tie the match 1-1. One minute remains. 
2010-02-27 21:13:30    Coggins gets a double and takes Kavanagh to the mat for a takedown. Kavanagh is up and there's :20 

to go. 
2010-02-27 21:13:44    Coggins is warned for stalling with a 3-2 lead. 
2010-02-27 21:14:04    Time runs out on Kavanagh, Coggins wins, 3-2 
2010-02-27 21:16:31    36-2 Ryan Todd, Lansing and 27-0 Colin Palmer, East Aurora 

45-0 Angelo Malvestuto, Niagara Wheatfield and 42-1 Matt Loew, Wantagh 
2010-02-27 21:16:50    Malvestuto wraps up Loew for a takedown and leads 2-0. 
2010-02-27 21:17:04    Todd gets a takedown on Palmer and Palmer gets free, 2-1 
2010-02-27 21:18:58    Palmer takes down Todd to inch back, Todd leads 4-3 after the first. Malvestuto gets another two 

points in the second to take a 4-0 lead 
2010-02-27 21:20:21    Todd escapes, Malvestuto still riding Loew. 
2010-02-27 21:21:24    Palmer gets in on Todd for a takedown to his back but can't get points. Todd reverses him and they're 

out of bounds 
2010-02-27 21:21:59    Apparently it wasn't a takedown or reversal. Todd gets credit for a takedown.  
2010-02-27 21:22:31    Palmer switches on the whistle and Todd is hurt. He took his headgear off and slammed it to the mat 

as he clutches his foot or ankle in pain.  
2010-02-27 21:22:47    Malvestuto is up 6-0 on mat 1 in the third period 
2010-02-27 21:24:03    Todd leads 7-5 going into the third period, he's limping and starts on top 
2010-02-27 21:24:51    Palmer escapes, lures Todd, gets the takedown on the edge, and Todd is slow to get up. Palmer takes 

an 8-7 lead. Malvestuto leads 8-1 on mat 1 
2010-02-27 21:25:39    Loew gets a takedown and lets Malvestuto up but it won't be enough, Malvestuto is champion with a 

9-3 victory. 
2010-02-27 21:26:49    Todd is bleeding from the top of his head. They've taped him up like a mummy. 
2010-02-27 21:27:29    Todd gets out on the restart and they're tied 8-8 with a minute to go. 
2010-02-27 21:29:10    Todd is close on a takedown but can't complete it and I think his ankle impacted it. Palmer drags 

around with :05 left and capitalizes, taking a 10-8 decision for the championship 
2010-02-27 21:30:58    31-3 Connor Horl, Garden City and 48-0 Kyle Colling, Pioneer 

43-1 Jon Casper LeRoy and 38-1 Nick Gwiazdowski, Duanesburg 
2010-02-27 21:31:24    Horl tagged for stalling already 
2010-02-27 21:32:17    Colling starts the second period on bottom, 0-0 
2010-02-27 21:33:18    Colling's out, Casper and Gwiazdowski are tied up. Gwiazdowski gets in on a single and turns it into 

points, 2-0 after the first period 
2010-02-27 21:34:08    Casper's out on the whistle to start the second. Colling and Horl will go to the third period with Colling 

winning 1-0 
2010-02-27 21:34:49    I can read Horl's lips after the period and he said "I want to win this, I'm going neutral" to his coaches. 

He chooses neutral and he needs a takedown to win. 
2010-02-27 21:35:10    Casper is aiming for a single but can't connect. He's come close twice now 
2010-02-27 21:35:46    Gwiazdowski pulls Casper from the edge, grabs his other leg and secures a takedown. 4-1 Gwiazdowski 
2010-02-27 21:36:12    Horl wanted neutral but hasn't put together a decent shot yet, and he's under :30 
2010-02-27 21:36:47    Horl goes for underhooks but that's not going to work. Now he takes a leg but there's no time. Colling 

wins, 1-0. 



 
 

 

2010-02-27 21:37:33    Casper is down 7-2 in the third 
2010-02-27 21:39:20    Casper can't get out and Gwiazdowski is trying to turn him but has been unsuccessful.  
2010-02-27 21:39:46    Casper's surprise run stops short of a title, with Gwiazdowski winning, 7-2. 
2010-02-27 21:41:40    31-0 Lance Moore, Johnson City and 40-1 Zeal McGrew, Burnt Hills 

50-4 Kacee Sauer, Holley and 38-5 Aaron Kroll, Gowanda 
2010-02-27 21:41:53    Moore scores early, 2-0 
2010-02-27 21:43:44    Lots of tying up between Sauer and Kroll but nothing coming from it all. Scoreless first period. 
2010-02-27 21:44:01    Moore continues to ride McGrew and the first period ends with Moore on top 2-0 
2010-02-27 21:44:54    Sauer starts the second period on bottom and is working to his feet but Kroll is latched on 
2010-02-27 21:45:15    Sauer gets to his feet but stumbles backwards and out of bounds without escaping 
2010-02-27 21:46:07    Sauer is trying to peel the hands of Kroll but isn't able to, Kroll is warned for stalling and Sauer goes 

back down to the mat. One minute remains in the period. 
2010-02-27 21:46:16    Moore leads 5-1 
2010-02-27 21:48:04    Blood time for Sauer, who is still not out, and has :48 to do so 
2010-02-27 21:48:20    Sauer gets out with :38 and leads 1-0. 
2010-02-27 21:48:53    Kroll goes down for the third period 
2010-02-27 21:49:24    Sauer switches to a single once Kroll rises and they go out of bounds. 1:48 remains 
2010-02-27 21:49:43    Kroll gets out on the whistle and they're tied and in neutral 
2010-02-27 21:50:17    Kroll has a stalling warning so Sauer is trying to push the pace and make something happen in hopes of 

getting the point 
2010-02-27 21:51:01    Kroll missteps and Sauer tries to capitalize but he's too aggressive and Kroll falls on him for a takedown 

after freeing his leg. 3-1 Kroll 
2010-02-27 21:51:27    Sauer gets out but can't get anything to happen and Kroll wins the title, 3-2. 
2010-02-27 21:52:37    Moore wins 7-1, and that's all for the 2010 NYS Championships.  
2010-02-27 22:14:00    Al Dierna, Quinton Murphy, Chris Nevinger, Owen Scott, and Craig Scott are State Champions from 

Section V. 
2010-02-27 22:14:46    This marks the conclusion of the 2010 State Championships. Thanks for tuning in. 

 

 


